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English Program
Moves to Change
Requirements
students question new exams
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Art History Students Protest
Plans to Expand Program
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ments; but 9ccasionally events occur which
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~
are of interest to neighboring disciplines
"
and the academic community as a whole.
The recent events in the English department
seem to us to raise questions about "disciplinariness" in general, and about policymaking practices and student involvement
in our institution. Similar concerns are
happening across the nation; Columbia has
recently made major changes in their program and exam structure, as has SUNY
Buffalo. At the Graduate School, battles
are being waged over curriculum concerns
in the Art History program [see article page
l], as well as in the Sociology and Cultural Studies programs.
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After several weeks of heated discussions, the English program appears to be
near to finalizing a set of changes for its
compreh~nsive examamination requirements. These changes were motivated by
dissatisfaction with the examinations on
the part of both faculty and students. Mar·• tin Steven~.~ecutive.pj.fic_er..of.t{le..Eng;._
lish program, told students, 'Tm not happy
with the exam, period. I've never been
By George McClintock III
happy with it. I don't like the exam that
we've given. I wish we could have a better March 16 -Astonished members of the
system where we could deal with compre- Graduate School community thought they
hensiveness, which I'm very much in favor had stepped back twenty years as they
of. I think that an exam where the average walked down the tunnel to the Mina Rees
grade is about 30 to 32 out of 50 is an indi- library from 3:00 to 5:00 this Friday aftercation that we are really doing something noon. Students from the Ph.D. Progrnm in
enormously wrong."
Art History were demonstrating outside the
Both examinations have provoked open door of Room L02, in an attempt to
criticism from students, but matters came make their voices heard at a meeting of their
to a head several weeks ago when a com- program's doctoral faculty with faculty
prehensive examination was administered members from art history departments at
to students which differed in significant the CUNY senior colleges. The profesways from previous examinations.
sors---and six student representatives---had
The written comprehensive is the first gathered together to engage in acontroverof two examinations required by the Ph.D. sial debate concerning plans to expand the
Program in English; the second is an oral doctoral curriculum that has plagued the
examination of the student's area of spe- Ph.D. Program in Art History since its
cialization. A student cannot progress to inception twenty years ago.
the second examination or receive an
Growing Pains
masters en route without passing the comAccording to the December 28, 1970
prehensive.
resolutionoftheBoardofHigherEducation
Problems with the comprehensive ex- founding the program, "The curriculum
amination have most frequently been asso- will initially provide a thorough pro/esciated with Part I of this three-part test, fre- sional training in Art History with a conquently referred to as "trivial pursuit." This centration in the specialized fields of
section consists of 50 identification ques- American Art, Modern Art and Criticism.
tions drawn from a reading list which in- ··❖:•··
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From this base, the program will gradually Ph.D. program and the doctoral faculty's
expand to cover the more traditional areas of twenty-year-old reluctance toencoumge any
specialization in Art History." In contrast, expansion beyond the bounds of modernthe 1987-1989 Graduate School Bulletin ism that so frosts art historians from the
states unequivocally: "The Ph.D. Program senior colleges, who cannot be appointed to
in Art History program is dedicated to the the Graduate School simply because they
development ofscholars, teachers, museum may be specialists of European art before
personnel, art critics and other profession- 1800, or of the art of non-W estem cultures.
a/sin those areas of the arts specializing in The doctoral faculty, whose desire to mainAmerican and modern art and art criticism." tain the integrity of the progrnm 's modernDoctoral trnining in the program is not ist concentration is supported by the stulimited to modernism, however. The Bul- dents, must now answer to CUNY college
letin also states: "Students in the program art historians, who have not been allowed
are required to complete a concentration in to share in the prestige, the salaries and the
an unrelated minor field, an area ofart his- limited teaching requirements of a Graduate
tory removed from his/her major field (i.e. School appointment, and who no doubt see
pre-nineteenth-century Western art or non- their exclusion as a purely arbitrary.
Western art)." Students usually fulfill the
In response to the doctoral faculty's
unrelated minor field requirements by tak- failure to expand the program, art historians
ing courses at the senior colleges.
from the senior colleges formed the ComThe question of curriculum expansion mittee for the Expansion of the Ph.D. Prois particularly troublesome for the doctoral grnm in Art History. Last year, the group,
faculty, who must now defend their mod- led by Professor Barbara G. Lane, Chairernist tower from a powerful assault man of the Art Department at Queens Collaunched by their counterparts at the senior lege, and composed of professors and stucolleges. It is precisely the contradiction dents (two) from Baruch, Brooklyn, City,
between the stated intention of the Board of Hunter, Lehman and Queens Colleges,
Higher Education to "gradually expand" the
Continued on page 8.
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Poetry New York

From Carina Yervasi
DSC Do-Chair for Communications

Readings at the Gas Station.
A reading series commemorating the third issue of Poetry New York (published
by CUNY Graduate Center). The first reading will be_ on Wednesd.iy, March 21, followed
by performances on Ml 1, 5/1, & 5/8; featured poets of the March 21 reading will be Enid
Dame, Denise Duhamel, Joel Lewis, and Bernie Earley.
Enid Dame's latest book of poems is Lilith and Her Demons (Crossmmunications,
1986). Her short stories have appeared in various publications, including Confrontation,
Minnesota Review. and Fiction. She currently_ works as an Associate Director of the
Wriling Program at Rutgers University. She is also co-editor (with Donald Lev) of Home
Planet News.
Denise Duhamel recently received a New York Foundation of the Arts FelloW ship in
poetry. She is presently Writer in Residence at Hucknell University. Her recent poetry
Will appear in Southern Poetry Review, Gargoyle, and Confrontation.
Joel Lewis is auth0r of Entropia and 3 Works, both published by Gaede's Pond
Press. He is the editor of Bluestones & Salt Hav' An Anthology of New Jersey Poets.
published by Rutgers University Press.
Bernie Earley teaches writing at Borough of Manhattan Community College,
CUNY. He has recently published poems in the Bad Henry Review.
Future readings in the series will include contributors such as Armand Schwerner,
Bruce Andrews, and John Ash.
All readings will be held at the Gas Station, Avenue Band Second Street, at 8:30 pm.
For more information, call 212-228-4587.

Wanted: Volunteers For Census
New York City's 1990 Census Project is underway and volunteers are
desperately needed. An estimated 450,000 city residents were not
counted in the 1980 Census and $675 million in federal funding was lost
as a result. Unfortunately, the residents not reached by the Census are
frequently those with the most need of assistance. These residents may
not be aware that Census information is completely confidential or they
may simply have difficulty in filling out Census forms.
Assistance Centers to provide direct help for residents with questions
or trouble filling out forms have been established, but volunteers are

Nominations for program and at-large representatives for the 19901991 Doctoral Students' Council elections are now in the mail, winging
their way to all students matriculated at the Graduate School. Students who
for one reason or another do not receive their ballots may request a copy
from their program assistant, or from DSC officials.
Although the ballots state that nominations are due March 27th, the
deadline has been extended until April 2nd.
Students must elect representatives in order to receive funding from the
DSC. Your participation in DSC elections assures student representation,
as well as funding for student projects, at the Graduate School. I

Mystery Homophobe in West Hall
A homophobe in West Hall? Hard to believe isn't it? For the last month or so,
flyers announcing the meetings of the Organization for Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Concerns at the Graduate School have been consistently ripped off the bulletin boards on the
tenth floor of West Hall. Each time a flyer is ripped off, it is immediately replaced by new
one.~

Committee for Cultural Studies
Redefines the First Person Pronoun PJuraJ
To say "we" is not to effect a simple unity, not to efface our differences
from one another; but rather to register our commitment to one another
and to cultural studies as a location which crucially demands the ongoing
re-examination of the locations each of occupies both separately and collectively. -Cultural Studies Newsletter, March 1990.

needed. Assistance Center Volunt¼ers wou_ld.V(o.r}<: !Jl th~ir .n~ig.h9Qrho<?.4_

site of choice for the period of March 23 through April 15. Training for

volunteers will be available.
CUNY is taking an active part in helping to make the 1990 Census a
success. Students and staff interested in aiding efforts should contact
the Census Volunteer Hotline at (212) 566-0800, between the hours of
10 A.M. and 5 P.M., Monday through Friday.
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Attention
Writers:

Please
Submit
Articles
Columns
Commentaries
Reviews
Cartoons
Photographs
By

April 12th
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I cannot comment on the canon, it would jeopardize my neutrality.
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Around & About The Center

Students Influence Promotion Decision
On Friday, February 23rd, the Executive Committee of the Ph.D. Program in
Sociology voted to deny Professor Stanley
Aronowitz the program's formal recommendation for promotion to Distinguished
Professor. This decision was greeted with
not a little dismay among students and colleagues, who felt that the discussion did not
address Professor Aronowitz's distinguished reputation as a sociologist They
felt that the Executive Committee had not
paid enough attention to Professor
Aronowitz's numerous publications and the
recommendations he has received from nationally and internationally known figures
in sociology.

The following Monday, students
drafted a response to the Executive
Committee's decision. A letter was submitted to Robert Alford, the Executive Officer of the program, requesting that a new
meeting be scheduled and another vote be
held. This request was made because Executive Committee member Professor Jack
Hammon, who was not present at the Feb.
23rd meeting, said he had not been notified
that a meeting was scheduled. The letter
was signed by students in the Sociology
program as well as students involved in
Cultural Studies. Professor Alford accepted
the letter and scheduled a new meeting.
Sociology students then addressed a

second letter to the members of the Executive Committee demanding an explanation
of the criteria used to arrive at the decision
not to recommend Professor Aronowitz's
promotion. Professor Alford distributed
the letter to Executive committee members
before the second meeting was held. Recent
Ph.D. recipients in Sociology and students
in other disciplines who had worked with
Professor Aronowitz wrote letters of support.

***

In the meeting held March 16, 1990,
Professor Aronowitz was recommended for
promotion to Distinguished Professor. ~

CUNY Budget Proposal 1990-91: Good News & Bad News

)

With both the City and the State facing
Chancellor Murphy praised the pro- cuts could be overturned before the State
severe financial problems, there was a great posed budget for its support of the freshman budget is finalized. Another issue addressed
deal of conjecture and not a little anxiety year initiative program, but went on to rec- by the budget is the recommendation that
over the release of Governor Cuomo's Ex- ommend thats the program be expanded to Medgar Evers College be reinstated as a
ecutiveBudget. WithitsreleaseonJanuary include three senior and three community senior college by July 1991. Chancellor
16th, the haggling over funding has begun. colleges. This would establish a founda- Murpny has stressed the importance of this
While acceptable in many ways, the pro- tion for the implementation of the pro- recommendation calling for its "prompt
posed budget is by no stretch of the imagi- gram, which provides needed support serv- consideration and approval." But while the
nation ideal.
ices to freshmen and aims to promote budget docs reflect this concern, this proThe good news is that the preliminary higher retention rates, at all colleges in the posal has not been backed up in monetary
budget recommends a $35.3 million in- University system. PSC President Irwin terms.
crease in senior college fun- Polishook also praised CuoQ1o's budget
Of immediate interest to the Graduate
ding. However, only $4 million of that proposal for its recognition of the School is the proposed $500,000 increase
figure would actually represent an increase University's needs. "At this time of fiscal in graduate fellowship support. "Fellowin State funding. The remainder would re- problems for the State, he is proposing ship money has not been decimated in this
su1t from increased enrollments, as well as funding for the freshman year initiative, budget:" Steve Gorelic~ Q.irector of Enfro"!_ a sgu~ wowsal.thatt!Je Cicy_share in • .s_upport.Joi; speciat:iprogram..of,..supple--rollment.:Senvces~d.l:c{;enliy....,;;.buWh
the cost of associate degree programs at ments for part-time students in the commu- budget is changing so quickly and the reveJohn Jay and the New York City Technical nity colleges as well as a little-noticed but nue projections are changing so quickly
College. This funding proposal has been vital change in the part-time TAP bill." In that even while something that may be
unfavorably recieved by City University addition, the budget includes provisions for good as of today, it may not end up good.
officials. Chancellor Joseph S. Murphy added equipment for programs in the sci- As of now, the fellowship budget is virtustated that the Executive Budget proposal ences and technologies and increases in sal- ally the same as last year and the budget
"is inappropriate and runs counter to an ary annualization, benefits and building includes an additional $500,000 for graduexisting statute," and urged that these two rentals.
ate student fellowships. It's one of ~e. few
senior colleges continue to be funded like
However, a possible $7 .28 million cut areas where there has been at least mm1mal
other senior colleges. In the Preliminary in CCNY funding would effectively elimi- growth. That said, we're still not happy
Review of the 1990-91 Executive Budget nate the Worker Education program, a pro- about the percentage of students who refor the City University of New York, a gram which enables working men and ceive fellowship assistance here. We've
"deeper cut" in the community college women .to earn a college degree, as well as made big strides in the last three or four
budget is recommended "if the City is adversely affecting the Medical School/ years. We've moved from funding 12% of
forced to absorb associate degree student Sophie Davis program. Mr. Polishook our students to funding about 18%._ That
costs at John Jay and NYCTC." This tempered his prais_e of the proposed budget small percentage increase costs millions of
would be in addition to the $17 .6 million by adding that "what we are also have are dollars. All too many of our students don't
cut in the community college budget al- needless attacks on some University pro- get fellowships, so it's a somewhat bright
ready under consideration by the City.
grams." He expressed the hope that these area, but it doesn't mean that we've come
even close to meeting the fellowship needs
of fellowship students at this school."
Eighteen Full Time F.quivalent adjuncts may also be converted into twentyfive full-time teaching ·positions. "The
original intent," Mr. Gorelick stated, "was
a belief that some departments rely too
heavily on adjunct faculty and have not
hired full-time faculty for a long time, and
have some basic courses that at many universities would be taught by experienced
faculty being taught by adjunct professors."
There is also a projected adjunct cut of
$1.1 million. The University hopes that
this proposal will be struck down, and that
the $1.1 million will be used to pay adjunct
lecturers who replace tenured professors on
sabbatical. As Robert Gillecce, Director of
Student Services, pointed out, these cuts
would be "extremely hurtful to our students
who depend on adjunct lines to
supplement income." ~

a

Dear Mr. Update:
I've had a devil of a time using
Maclink ever since WordPerfect 5.0 was
introduced. Maclink doesn't seem to understand the new format. What to do?

Dear Mephisto:
Software such as Maclink necessarily
lags behind new versions of the software
they are used with. There will be a new
version of Maclink that will properly read
and write WordPerfect 5 files any day now
(it probably already exists) and the Computer Center will get it soon thereafter, we
hope. Until then, however, it's not really a
great problem. The trick is to use WP 5 to
save the file in 4.2 format and then to translate it using Maclink. First start the
WordPerfect 5 program, then retreive your
file. Now press CTRL-F5. This gives you
the option of saving your file in other for2
mats, including WordPerfect 4.2. (In WP
5.1 you will first ~hoose "Save as" and then
"WP 4.2 format"; in WP 5.0 you will
simply choose "Save as WP 4.2"). When
you are prompted for a name I suggest you
change it-maybe to one with a .WP4 extension-so you don't confuse the different
versions.
Dear Mr. Update:
~~

fvc sc'<n \he \abc\ .. Sul)CrDr~vc" cm.

omCttOf.-thccMacinfgshs.;~aptfl'C> - •
Center. It sounds good, but what is so

"super" about them?
Dear Super-Confused:
These Mac "SupcrDrives" are what
every disk drive would be ideally! They can
read both Macintosh and IBM 3 1/2 inch
disks. What this means in practical terms
is that you could prepare a document on
your PC at home, bring in your IBM disk
and plug it into the "SuperDrive" and copy
it onto a Macintosh disk using Apple File
Exchange (a standard.Mac utility). If the
document is not straight text -but in some
IBM file format then you must still translate it before trying to use it with a Mac
application. To avoid having to translate
the document, and assuming you don't
mind losing all your formatting, underlining, footnotes, etc., you can save your
document as straight text in your IBM word
processor. (In WordPerfect press CTRL-F5
and choose the "Generic Word Processor"
option; Nota Bene documents are already
text files-just don't insert any formatting
deltas). Another route is to use WordPerfect
on both the PC and the Mac (WordPerfect
on the Mac will read and write files in IBM
WordPerfect 4.2, Word 3.0, and plain text
formats, as well as its own). You can then
use the "SuperDrive" and Apple File Exchange to copy the file onto a Mac disk; and
then call it into WordPerfect directly.
Voila!
In short the "SuperDrive" increases
your options, so if you've got the dough
and you're in the market for a Mac SE or II
and you need to move from system to system a bit then you should get one.

Continued on Page 15
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Editorials

Letters

Public Relations

A Critique of Gary Paul Gilbert's
"Critical" Pedagogy

"To operate in a fishbowl is necessarily to inhibit candor." This pearl of conventional wisdom, reported in The Chronicle ofHigher Education [1/p/90], was uttered by
the general counsel of the American Association of University Professors. The occasion
was the the Supreme Court's unanimous January 9th decision [University of Pennsylvania v. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission] to deny universities the right to
withhold secret tenure peer-review files from federal investigators investigating accusations of discrimination. "Indeed, if there is a 'smoking gun• to be found that demonstrates
discrimination in tenure decisions, it is likely to be tucked away in peer review files,"
Justice Harry A. Blackmun wrote in his opinion.
Whining about academic freedom, the old boys from elite schools like Harvard, Stanford and Yale supported the University of Pennsylvania's argument that the disclosure of
peer evaluations "will result in divisiveness and tension, placing strain on faculty relations and impairing the free interchange of ideas that is a hallmark of academic freedom."
With.a brilliant stroke of sarcasm, Justice Blackmun wrote that the Supreme Court is
"not so ready as petitioner seems to be to assume the worst about those in the academic
community.... Not all academics will hesitate to stand up and be counted when they
evaluate their peers."
Now imagine making it. For years you suffered the slings and arrows of outrageous
seminars and comprehensive examinations, then you managed to write and defend your
dissertation while teaching as much as you could in order to keep body and soul together.
You interviewed. You prayed. And you made it. You 're hired and start running down the
tenure track. You publish. You win a few grants. The years go by. Your file is bulging
with favorable recommendations. Your promotion or your denial of tenure and subsequent dismissal is nigh. You 're reaching out to touch the brass ring dangling before your
eyes and suddenly it vanishes into thin air. Without warning, you're out of the race,
eliminated by a vindictive department chairman-a sexist, perhaps, or a racist-who had
worked you to death, then stabbed you in the back.
Pretty silly, n' est-ce pas ? Although many graduate students may recognize the
verisimilitude of this dreadful scenario, their work as research assistants or as adjunct
lecturers has rendered them far too cynical to be shocked by such academic nightmares.
Not so chez Irwin H. Polishook, president of the Professional Staff Congress (the
collective bargaining agent for the CUNY instructional staft) and Robert Nielson, assistant to the president of the American Federation of Teachers. Editorializing together
about the January 9th Supreme Court decision in the March issue of the P SCcuny Clarion, Messrs. Polishook and Nielson present an acaq~11_1ip.1J1orality tale similar to !!_i~ one
we just heard.
"The case of assistant professor Janet C. ," the union officials recount, "is a construct
from the files of the AFT... based on legal briefs, correspondence and personal conversations." The assistant professor constructed by Messrs. Polishook and Nielson runs down
the tenure track into an "80-hour work plus week," of which 14 hours are s~nt in the
classroom or the research laboratory. The rest of the time Janet spends directing "master's
dissertations" and doing her own research. Naive, Janet fails to recognize "early warning
signals." Janet's department chairman does not support her research; he increases her
course load; he tells her that the tenure committee is certain to vote against her; he
suggests she resign to save face; finally he goes to the dean with "a series of [unwritten]
allegations against her.... The charges, none of which were true, ranged from the petty to
the libelous." Defeated, Janet decides to "go quietly." She resigns. "One can hardly
blame her," Messrs. Polishook and Nielson tell us. "American higher education suffers
because of the loss of aspiring young scholars. But their personal losses are staggering
beyond imagination. All of them suffer crippled self-esteem, broken careers, broken
dreams, and broken hearts."
Having concluded their insipid melodrama, Messrs. Polishook and Nielson welcome
Supreme Court's "assault" on "attacks from without on these very types of 'undue process"' accorded to tenure candidates. What the union officials fail to recognize, however, is
that the attackers "from without" are in fact.from within : assistant professors on a tenure
track who need the Supreme Court in order to see what they should have the right to see
upon request-their peer-review files.
.
Ironically, all the rhetorical saccharine does not sweeten the tune Messrs. Pohshook
and Nielson croon at the end of their editorial. "To be fair," they declare magnanimously,
"there are legitimate arguments in favor of some strictly limited forms of confidentiality.
And there is legitimate concern for maintaining the integrity of the peer review process."
If this is what Messrs. Polishook and Nielson truly believe, they have not understood
the essence of the the Supreme Court's ruling-that tenure decisions based on the secret
peer-review process is arr open invitation to discriminate. Indeed, while they applaud the
Supreme Court's decision, they regret that such decisions are nec~s~-. "But one might
be more sympathetic to these [legitimate arguments for confiden~alil~] If the~e were ~ot
such a long record of abuse at institutions of higher learning." WI~ aristocrallc sagacI~Y,
Messrs. Polishook and Nielson suggest "it would be much better If the academy set Its
own house in order." They may be right. After all, who wants to live in a fishbowl?
Who is willing "to stand up and be counted"?

Educated Bias
The most disturbing trend now is the the [ stc] demand that students should
read the literature the literature of non-Western civilizations. The whole
idea of it fills me with dread.
-Michael Shenefelt in Newsweek, March 5, 1990

...

March 10, 1990
To the Editors:
As a former writing teacher now teach- speak": the very idea of "social control" is
ing political science, I would like to cri- what Gilbert purports to be challenging
tique Gary Paul Gilbert's "Toward a Criti- (more on this particular delusion of his
cal Writing Pedagogy" [February 1990). I later).
do not think that Gilbert has thought
Gilbert also attacks the "formalist"
through his ideas very carefully. Some of approach of logical argumentation taught
his ideas, if interpreted through the human- to undergraduates. To "argue y about x" or,
ist, self-developmental framework that as Gilbert elaborates, "even in its more
Gilbert in fact deplores, might prove valu- advanced forms such as exist in France,
able. However, Gilbert insists upon oper- where students are encouraged to come up
ating within the anti-humanist framework with a statement (the thesis), show how its
of deconstruction, a philosophy which es- opposite is nevertheless true (the antithechews all notion of self-development. This sis), and then try to devise a third statement
I see as very dangerous, because I think it that would contain the other two . ... Ultihurts rather than helps the learning process. mately, however, this approach is conserWhat disturbs me most about Gilbert's vative or Hegelian because it encourages
article is that I am not sure, from his com- the illusory or ideological resolution of
ments anyway, that the author is very con- conflict. (One need only think of both
cemed about learning as an end in itself. Corneille's and Hegel's' celebration of the
Gilbert and I share, I believe, a common State.) Although it is certainly useful to
critique of modem capitalist society, and gel students, particularly American stuboth of us believe that our pedagogy must dents, to recognize that they are dealing
encourage a critique of this society. with contradictions or binary oppositions
Gilbert, however, operating as he does in their writing, such a formalist approach
within this ant-humanist framework, seems runs the risk of ideological closure, of givto wish to subordinate learning to social ing the illusion that the present system, the
"disruption." Such an attitude is irrespon- market economy, can provide the goodies.
sible, because it turns our students into the This is why I see it as a system of social
means to an end rather than into an "end-for- control."
themselves." But it also makes "critique"
As an adjunct lecturer in the Hofstra
itself-the very thing Gilbert claims to be political science department, I am one of
arguing for-impossible.
the few instructors who asks his students to
First, Gilbert derides lhe teaching of write essays on lheir exams. ..xhe othergrainmar. Exactly~wnat""Gilbcnobfects""to-ruir-tirrie-professors-givethem multiple
about seems unclear, although, as he points choice questions. l do not thin"k that co\out, "it is certainly a first step to point out lege examinations should be crossword
to students that language is changing and puzzles. I think that my course should
terms such as 'mankind,' 'man,' 'we,' and teach students to write, and thus to think,
'our' underwrite the hegemonic order by about politics, so tbat they can become
excluding women, as well as racial and responsible adults and ciiizens. Personally,
sexual minorities."
I tnyself would like them to become citiI am not quite sure what this has to do zens of a social republic someday, and to
with grammar. Semantics might be a bet- actively work to create such a republic as
ter term. And while I certainly agree that citizens. But it is not my right to impose
such words as "mankind," and "man" when this idea upon them, at the expense of my
capitalized are sexist, the purported inherent responsibility to help them to understand
sexism of "we" and "our" is much less political thought in general. I consider this
obvious to me. To eradicate these words my responsibility, not simply because I
from the language, as Gilbert seems to be have been hired to do this, but because as
proposing, smacks of Orwellian "new- their teacher I owe it to them to give them
the tools they need to think for themselves.
The Advocate welcomes.letters .. ·
My job is to teach my students political
science.
To study politics, howeverPlease include yqunelephone
to
think,
in
general-students have to
number for verification.
know how to write. Writing permits a perAll letters are subject to editing in son to order her or his thoughts, so she or
the interest of clarlty and to meet he can think better, and hence understand
_space requirements.
Continued onfollowirJg page.
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Letters
Critique, continued from preceding page.
the world systematically. Thus I have to
teach my students grammar, sometimes.
And I have to teach them how to argue. I
start every freshman course by reviewing
the modes of discourse-description, narration, analysis, etc. If they don't know how
to do this, they can't write essays for me,
and so their thinking and understanding will
not improve.
It is easy to correct grammar and review argumentation when the composition
and rhetoric teachers in the English department actually teach these things. If they
haven't taught them-if they've discarded
such pedagogies as "bourgeois"-then I
have to do more work. That would mean
that such English teachers are "exploiting"
me, would it not? And ifl decided to throw
up my hands and give my students crossword puzzles instead, like my frustrated
colleagues, then I would be exploiting my
students, would I not? The fact that the
"bourgeoisie"-via Hofstra, or CUNYexploit us economically and generally as
adjunct lecturers and as students has nothing to do with it-it doesn't give us the
right to exploit and betray each other or our
students.
Of course, my encouraging my students to organize their thoughts in order to
write successfully coherent, logical and
comprehensive essays about politics might
encourage their tender, innocent little
minds to believe that the capitalist system
"can provide the goodies," despite any direct, explicit efforts I may make in class to
dissuade them of this belief. Then again,
l-

r

Reflections & Commentary
War on the Fortieth Floor:
The English Comps Affair
By*
Aporia?
Slough of Despond?
Or, Nine times the space that measures day and night/ To mortal men, he with his
· horrid crew/ Lay vanquished, rolling in the fiery gulf/ Confounded though immortal?
These three test identifications are taken from two English Comprehensive exams:
the first two are taken from a past test, and the last, a longer quote, from the present.
The Comps, the initial qualifying exam potential English Ph.D candidates must
pass, is an important and required rite-of-passage. Consequently, any debate concerning
the Comps is bound to be emotion-laden, and this year the professors compounded the
problem when they made a big mistake.
Part I of the Comps was changed unexpectedly at the last minute. In the past, Part I
had a data-based format, very much like the board game, Trivial Pursuit, where one name
or date was given and the student had to identify its source. The test was fifty brief
identifications which the eye could scan in seconds, and the fate of the student was sealed
within that time as well.
This spring, however, the Comps were different. Suddenly there were full quotes of
poetry or prose, which had to be read and interpreted. Those students who had been
studying one-word quips on flash cards were suddenly confronted with substantial quotations for identification by author, character or genre. The change was made without
warning.
The students, naturally, were furious. It didn't matter that the test was an improvement: the last minute switch was callous and demeaning, reflecting the program's poor
attitude towards the students as a whole. The English Student's Alliance immediately
commandeered the debate and set up the first of a series of meetings to discuss the situation. The outcome of the first heated discussion was a petition which was then presented to the Executive Officer. The Executive Officer, Professor Martin Stevens, took
umbrage and requested that, in the future, the students proceed through other channels,
such as that of individual conference and letter-writing. Indeed, many students dissatisfied
with the group meeting did write letters to, and receive answers from, Professor Stevens.
The ESA petition demanded, among other things, that the exam be graded in a way
that would reflect the situation, and that those who fail have the failure removed from the
records. The Curriculum Committee acceded to both demands, and Professor Stevens

the fact that they made it tQ school on time

informed the ES_A that the test would be curved as it had always been curveµ, so that the

-today-rt:hat-their moleculeS"'(fidn1t-dissol'Ve
into the floor when they stepped away from
their beds this morning, etc.-indeed, that
any process that works might also conceivably corrupt them with the idea that the
capitalist system works. But that's a risk I
think I'll take. It is a "risk" I take whenever
I teach anything to anyone, because I have
the "bourgeois" hope that they will succeed
with what I have taught them. I sincerely

-higherilcores would-passi-a~nai~lwa~1latl:'"tlre teSf"fM'iill!f"wc1hl
be significantly different from previous years. Another concession was that they decided
to allow the students who failed to re-take the test with the old format this semester.
The program was still buzzing, however. The next ESA meeting had been slated for
ESA elections, but a heated discussion of the Comps, from which the editor of this paper
was barred, continued for several hours. The main point of contention was whether or not
the ESA should push for proof of acquiescence to their demands in writing rather than rely
on a simple verbal promise. The outcome, after much continuous heated deliberation,
was that eventually the meeting turned to other issues and the original question was set
aside. After all, there was still the open meeting with the professors as a forum for debate
scheduled for later that week.
The Program had scheduled a general program meeting to field any remaining questions or objections and to discuss future changes within the test-taking structure of the
English Program. The ESA and other students were fully prepared for battle, but in the
large, impersonal setting of another department's classroom on another floor, they lost
their steam. Those who had been most vocal were suddenly quiet. They had succumbed
to the continual fear of retaliation that ordinary students feel before those who will "make
or break" his or her career. The meeting'proceeded politely. The professors gave their
views, the students gave theirs, and everyone went home exhausted.
The English Comps crisis is not the first time that a heated debate has erupted in this
vocal and lively doctoral program. But why all the furor? At first glance, the underlying
tension seems arise from the juxtaposition of an older, more traditional-bound administration with a younger, looser and more innovative student body. The "Traditionalists," as
we may call them, want to have full coverage of all of the historically significant figures
in literature, including heavy dosages of Chaucer:, Milton, the Renaissance male poets,
Shakespeare, the Romantic male poets, and then maybe something modem. The ''Relativists," as we may call them, don't believe that's necessary. The canon, they believe, has
been superseded by a broader, more culturally-oriented way of viewing literature, that, in
its general inclusiveness, cannot possibly be based on something so arbitrary as a few old
male poets. Also, most of the students feel that they should have the right to choose.
The "Traditionalists" and the "Relativists," then, are at odds with each other. The
CUNY English program is attractive to many incoming "Relativists" because of the
comparative flexibility in course work and the past policy of non-interference in theory
and orientation. However, the majority of the faculty are tradition-bound male academics
who have weighted the program heavily to suit their own aesthetic ideologies, even
though the majority of the students are female and seem to be interested in other topics.
And underlying the concern about the Comps is a concern that, through curriculum
changes, the short-answer test will be dropped altogether and be replaced by a required core
sequence. A return to a required course sequence is seen by the "Relativists" as a return to
the Stone Age and patriarchal oppression.
The students have other concerns as well. Recently a "hatchet-man" was commissioned to hold individual conferences on incompletes and other interminable problems

Critique, concluded on page 11.
March 5, 1990
To The Editors:
Several thoughts come to mind in regard to Thomas Smith's piece, "Horror and
Lies in Latin America:• [February 1990], to
whom I wisfi to direct these remarks:
1) Does Bartlett's put out a book of leftist
cliches, of do you really make up that stuff
as you go along?
2) "Because the Sandinistas lost the elec 0
tion in Nicaragua, ergo the United States
must have rigged it." What is wrong with
this logic?
3) No question that an alarming number of
corporate chairmen are bottom feeders. But
Nature tends to be symmetrical. She provides left-wing academics to balance them
out. Between these two malignancies, we
should be thankful for an occasional Chernobyl.
4) Knee-jerk intellectual should be an oxymoron. Obviously, it is not
5) "United States" is a collective noun, requiring the singular form of the verb "to
have." The sentence should read " ... the
United States has made Latin America its
backyard .... " Otherwise, grammar and
punctuation seem okay.
Sincerely yours,
Mark Goldblatt

Thomas Smith replies: "Huh?"

'
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Continued on page 13

To Behave
Or

ToACTUP
By Jarrod Hayes
"The Future of Gay America. Militants
versus the Mainstream. Testing the Limits
of Tolerance." These headlines, along with
a photograph of two men holding hands,
appeared on the cover of the March 12th issue of Newsweek. This in itself is a rather
significant event. First of all, Newsweek
is not a progressive magazine. A glance at
the second leading article, "Adios, Ortega,"
reveals its bias right away. The same
glance will also reveal that Newsweek,
having little to do with "news," is merely a
pretext for conservative editorializing.
As its title suggests, the article contrasts "mainstream" (read liberal, even conservative) "activists" (read lobbyists) with
the "militants." This is the context of the
entire article. It begins with a paragraph on
ACT UP's recent demonstration at the
Center for Disease Control in Atlanta, and
is followed by a sentimental paragraph
about a gay man's adopted son who chooses
an honorary surrogate mother on Mother's
Day. Collective action is juxtaposed with
private life. In other words, there are two
types of gays and lesbians, those who
"behave" and those who act up. And it is
not difficult to guess which group the article will favor. This division, by the way,
is not new, nor is it unique to the gay and
lesbian movement; the ru\i.ng c\ass has

11imf'toih1?oa~C-itno '1tfrsoci'51"'"'"'iltt5-""t>t!'·----~··""•-...ments, often with success.
As the article continues, however, the
reader discovers a rather sympathetic presentation of gay and lesbian issues: AIDS,
hate crimes, discrimination, family issues.
The article also seems to take a position in
favor of removing all legal forms of discrimination: abolishing sodomy laws, establishing gay and lesbian civil righl<i, ending discrimination in the military, enacting
hate-crime laws that include sexual orientation, and legalizing gay and lesbian marriages. Given Newsweek's political (and
sexual) orientation, the article is especially
surprising. It even traces favorable changes
in public attitudes despite the HIV epidemic (the italics represents the point of
view of the article, implying that this epidemic made negative attitudes inevitable,
not taking into account how the ruling
class manipulated the public's fear and ignorance, for which the ruling class was
largely responsible). If one believed the
article, it would seem that a well-deserved
liberation were just around the comer.
There is one obstacle, however, to this
"liberation"-the "militants," the "~:!paratists," the ACT UPers. "Derision, outrage,
civil disobedience-these are the hallmarks
of ACT UP (the AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power), the gay community's shock
troops in the war against AIDS." These
extremists are offending "normal" Americans who would otherwise be sympathetic.
These are the freaks who are endangering
the political clout of the moderate elements
of the community. "Politicians have come
to re~ognize the implications of the rise of
an openly gay middle class-vast numbers
of educated, articulate people who can and
do vote." In the place of "politicians,"

Continued on page 15.
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In every era the attempt must be made anew to wrest tradition
away from a conformism that is about to overpower it.
-Walter Benjamin
"Theses on the Philosophy of History"

By Gary Paul Gilbert
ity was not something which had been
waiting around to be discovered, by some
"genius." Foucault observes in The Order
of Things that before the advent of biology
in the nineteenth century, sexuality as such
did not exist, because there was no concept
of life as a struggle against death. The closest thing to biology was natural history,
which classified organisms according to
external appearances. Natural historians
placed whales in the category "fish" because their form and habitat were fishy.
Only when Cuvier decided to classify organisms according to the life functions of
respiration, locomotion, nutrition, excretion, and reproduction were whales placed
in the category "mammals." Biology as the
discourse of "life functions" provided the
grounds of possibility for sexuality, which
was seen as forever marked by death.
Medical discourses, an offshoot of
biology, made possible the appearance of
sexuality in the nineteenth century by conThe Cult of the Genius
stituting specific acts as the essences of inNow that there are more women and dividuals. For example, heterosexuality
minorities in the academy, the canon has and homosexuality were invented in 1892.
become ripe for deconstruction. Critics
In academia as in religion,
now recognize how the canon lifts works
out of social context or History, and fetthe canon has served as- a
ishizes certain texts written by certain aukind of social cement to
thors. Roland Barthes has observed how
bond privileged white •male
traditional literary history represses Hiscritics while excluding
tory and instead promotes the ideology of

From the Greek word signifying rule,
the canon is an authoritative list of texts
and authors that bourgeois literary studies
has deemed worthy of commentary and,
because of the word's religious connotations, it would not be much of an exaggeration to say veneration. Assuming that "the
cream always rises to the top," many critics
till recently have assumed that these socalled classics or masterpieces are inherently superior to other texts. Even today
Ph.D. candidates in litemure must demonstrate "mastery" over the canon before they
can enter the professorate. In academia as in
religion, the canon has served as a kind of
social cement to bond privileged white
male critics while excluding women and
minorities. There is still prejudice in the
academy against women and minority writers. Graduate students are generally steered
toward the "great" authors.

women and minorities.

the "genius," the super author whose works

are supposedly timeless.
Even brilliant Marxists and Freudians
have succumbed to this ideology. Louis
Althusser, for example, made the excessive
claim that Marx constituted an epistemological break. That is, everything before
Marx was ideology, but Marxism is science! Up to his book For Marx, Althusser
claimed that it was possible for the Marxist
theoretician to step out of ideology to order
to critique capitalism. After deconstruction, such a claim appears purely ideological. Of course, one could argue, as
Gayatri Spivak does, that "science" in
Althusser is an unstable term. But as
Spivak herself observes, this does not really get Althusser off the hook, because
even though his concept of "science" is
unstable, Althusser still remained guilty of
hero worship. Sophisticated notions of
"science" do not preclude the cult of the
genius.
Another example of this is Jacques
Lacan, who claimed that psychoanalysis is
the "science" whose "object" is the unconscious. Because psychoanalysis attempts to
explain the emergence of the subject/object
dichotomy-the·gtounds of possibility for
"science"-Lacah's notion of "science" is
even more sophisticated than Althusser's.
Nevertheless, Lacan was ultimately guilty
of fetishizing the Freudian corpus. Lacan' s
claim that Freud discovered sexuality does
not hold water.
Although I admire both Althusser and
Lacan, I agree with Michel Foucault that
both Marxism and Freudianism are discursive practices which constitute the very
objects of which they speak. From a Foucauldian perspective, for example, Freud
the so-called discoverer of sexuality must
now be read as having participated in the
social construction of sexuality, the unconscious, and the modem individual. Sexual-

....

Religion, the previously dominant discourse of social control, had classified acts
in terms of conformance with the law.
Sodomy, for example, was defined as any
transgression of church law. Thus, to
speak of heterosexuality and homosexuality in texts before the nineteenth century as
an individual subject's tendencies to direct
his/her desire toward a certain kind of erotic
object is a big mistake. What one finds
instead of sexuality is sodomy or liberti-

Marchl990

nage, as in the case of the Marquis de Sade.
Sadean libertinism, for example, is about
the transgression of church law and has
nothing to do with sexuality. There are
homosexual acts in Sade, but no homosexuals. (This explains perhaps why the
homophobic surrealist Andre Breton was
able to praise Sade.)
Here one sees the limitations of a psychoanalytic reading of texts in which sexuality as it is known today is absent Freudian theory can no longer be seen as the
key to understanding all that preceded it,
because the notion of repression, which
presupposes a sexuality which always already existed, now appears suspect. Traditional Marxism, which tends to locate political repression in state apparatuses, has
similar problems because it fails to account
for how discursive practices produce the
reality of which they speak. At the most,
psychoanalysis and Marxism can serve as
points of departure for studying how both
psychic and political reality were constructed. Unfortunately, up to now, much
of what passes for Freudian and Marxist
analysis has amounted to little more than
the celebration of the founders of the two
most radical discursive practices of the
twentieth century. Where psychoanalysis
and Marxism can be seen as cults of their
"genius" founders, the discourse-of literary
history has forgotten its founding figures
and celebrates "genius" authors.

Joan DeJean shows how women in seventeenth-century France were excluded because it was feared that women's writing
would produce "effeminate" subjects of the
King. In seventeenth-century France, ~lassique meant that which was fit to be taught
in the classroom. Texts produced by
women writers could never become classics. (Curiously enough, many male writers of the Enlightenment, such as Marivaux, wrote narratives in which the narrators were women!) After tlie French Revolution, the argument was that women's
writing would produce "effeminate" citizens, "citizen" being by definition male.
After all, the motto of the Revolution was:
"Liberty, Equality, Fraternity."
The invention of the classics and the
exclusion of women writers in the seventeenth century prepared the way for the
triumph of liberal ideology and the the
codification of the canon in the nineteenth
century. Peter Biirger, in his Theory of the
Avant-Garde, shows how this cult of the
genius is linked to the invention of aesthetics in the late eighteenth century which
brought about the separation of the realm
of aesthetics from that of politics. Although art was supposed to serve the hegemonic order, art had to give the illusion
that it was providing spiritual goodies that
were somehow beyond the realm of everyday reality. One could not find a better
example of Marx's notion of fetishism than

The Paucity of Genius

Expanding the Canon

In the cult of the "genius" as it occurs
in literary history, the "genius"-what
Foucault calls the "figure of the author"is lifted out of History to show that he (I
emphasize the masculine pronoun here)
transcended his century. The paucity of
women writers in the canon can be related
to the exclusion of women from the first
anthologies written for use in schools.

Recently, however, contemporary critics such as Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar
have begun to expand,the canon by exploring.peglected women and minority writers.
Gilbert and Gubar represent the moderate
and, I would say, bourgeois position that

----------------------------
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Do I look like I have a metaphysical problem?

the canon can be rewritten to include
women and minorities. Not wishing to dismiss this position, which I think is useful
for exposing students to writers they never
would get to read ordinarily, I would like to
show its limitations. It is by no means clear
that the writing of new anthologies will
ever succeed in reforming an institution
which from its very beginnings has excluded women and minorities. More importantly, the inclusion of a so-called
woman writer in an anthology just because
she is or was a biological female is just the
flip side of a discourse which excluded her
because of her gender. Attempts to enlarge
the canon still accept the hegemonic order's definition of femininity as linked to
biology and thus run the risk of essentialism. Gilbert and Gubar also accept the traditional notion of literary discourse as being
qualitatively different from nonliterary discourse. Ultimately, there comes a point
when the old order must be destroyed or at
Continued on page 12
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World

Pro-Democracy Supporters
Arrested and Tortured in Nepal
Students and Professors Purged, Newpapers Banned
grandfather. King Birendra is an absolute police custody before being sent to jail with
monarch, whose government banned politi- other detainees. Other women prisoners
Six prominent members of Congress cal parties in favor of a "partyless democ- reportedly have been sexually assaulted in
cabled a letter to King Birendra Bir Bikram racy" thirty years ago.
prison. On February 13th, the prisoners
Shah Dev of Nepal on February 22nd, in
The 18th ofFebruary, Democracy Day staged a protest after Pok hara prison
whichtheyexpressedconcernaboutreports 1990, may be remembered as the birth of authorities refused to permit one injured
of arrests of Nepali pro-democracy activ- democracy in Nepal. Although The New prisoner to be taken to the hospital, and
ists, and urged the king's government to York Times foreign correspondent Barbara police entered the jail and beat the
avoid the use of deadly force against peace- Crossette reported on February 19th that protestors.
ful demonstrators. The cable also called on "[p)ublic opinion in this very poor nation
Following the attack on the prison, the
the Nepali authorities to investigate reports never turned against the monarchy," the schools and other academic facilities in
that detainees have been tortured. [See let- latest wave of arrests in Nepal followed the Pokhara closed to protest police brutality.
ter, left column.]
opposition's call on February 18th for a On February 16th, police arrested 150 stuSidney Jones, the Executive Director general strike and demonstrations in sup- dents from Prithvi Narayan Campus, a
of Asia Watch, the New York-based human port ofa multi-party democracy.
number of whom were charged under the
rights organization, welcomed the initiaIn the weeks before the strike.,, hundreds Public Security Act, which permits up to
tive, stating, "It is deeply troubling that the of Nepali Congress Party and United Left 18 months' detention without charge or
Nepal government has responded with vio- Front party leaders were arrested. Since the trial. Those not charged were released.
lence to crush the voices of those calling for strike began, thousands have been arrested Three university professors who had profundamental human rights. While many and observers report that warehouses and tested against the police action, Dharma
may disagree as to the process of political other buildings are being used as jails to Nath Shah, Bhupati Dhaka! and Gehendia
reform in Nepal, there should be no dis- hold the detainees. According to human Koirala were removed from their positions.
agreement about the Nepal government's rights monitors in Nepal, detainees have
After the Nepali Bar Association anobligation to respect the international been denied adequate food and medical care, nounced its support for the pro-democracy
rights of freedom of expression and freedom and many have been tortured while in cus- movement, and Nepal's 1,800 lawyers
sh6u!d°h~ve .1.Qe right l.c> express.tllt:{r.\:
ofassociation."
tody. During the past week in Tikauli in went on strike, 31 lawyers were arrested.
opinions.onJhis and olhci:::politicar·
Asia Watch also called on the govern- Chitwan district, Red Cross personnel were Eleven district Panchayat (council) memis~ues. !-'Qr this reason, y;e\~rge.,.y9\l. :
ment of Nepal to release all political activ- reportedly prevented from distributing food bcrs have also been suspended for supportto r~J~ase. pcrsons,dctaincd r~r.:lhe "
ist~ who have tzeen arrest~..Lor exerci_siEg__ and_ blankets to deiain~:. I_:~il.Y. mcm bcrs~g f.9~th_c_ dcmons,¥atio_ns. _.Responding.to_ ~pcac2uL~xp~cssion.,pfjthCir<it,vic.w~l- their rights of freedom of expression and seeking information about deiained rela- government intimidation against doctors
and to lift restrictions. on the .
freedom of association, and to promptly tives reportedly have also been arrested.
and hospital staff, the Nepali Medical AssoNepalese press.
charge and prosecute those who may have
Human rights monitors report that as ciation chastised the government's represWe are aware that 9ppositjon
been involved in violence. The human many as 40 persons were killed last week sive measures. "By the use of force of
dcmon_strat9rs arc alleged to have en- . .
rights organization called for independent when police fired indiscriminately into arms," the association wrote, "the political
gaged in violence during Democracy
investigations into reports of torture and crowds of demonstrators in Bhaktapur, problem cannot be solved and it requires
Day e.ven_ts)n Kathmandu, Chitwan;<
disappearances of detainees, and fora lifting Chitwan and other cities. In some cases, only a political solution. The Nepali gov;ang :Bh~~p~r, and we understan~· :.
of the ban against opposition newspapers the bodies of those killed have not been ernment has defamed itself by its own . :)'.R,rif,,Majesty'~.rightandr~.sponsibjl7 ,
which have supported the pro-democracy handedovertofamilymembcrs.
deeds, both inside and outside the ·:. J}tY:to.ensure.the,security pfpartici- ,
movement in Nepal.
Human rights organizations in Nepal country."
.pants _in eyents sµch as. Jhese.
also report that demonstrators have been
On February 17th, the eve of Dcmocij.owever, we urge. your .goyemlllert
beaten
by
police.
In
Pokhara,
students
racy
Day,
Ganesh
Man
Singh,
the
supreme
to avoid the use. of excessiveforce,
Democracy Day
holding a rally in support of the release of leader of the National Congress Party, and
In Nepal, Democracy Day is not a na- African National Congress leader Nelson the party's president, Krishna Prasad Bhattional holiday celebrating the establishment. Mandela were severely beaten by police on tarai, were placed under house arrest.
of a democratic government or the writing Februa,ry 12th. Some 300 of the students Among the other top opposition leaders
of a declaration of independence. In Nepal, were reportedly arrested. A female arrested were: NCPlnternational Secretary,
Democracy Day honors the birth of the student, Laxmi Shrestha, was reportedly Sushil Koirala; NCP spokesman and lawdeceased King Tribhuvan, King Birendra' s forced to remain naked for 13 hours in
Nepal, continued on page 11.
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Nepalese Embassy Refutes Press Reports
From News India, February 27, 1990
Nepal is committed to democracy,
human rights and other fundamental rights
of hs citizens including freedom of expression-a commitment exemplified, for instance, in the national Referendum and two
subsequent general election.son the basis of
universal adult franchise and secret balloL
It is true that a number of people have
been taken into custody for questioning for
their role in violent and illegal activities,
but His Majesty's Government has now
started releasing them and more than 600
have already been released.
The authorities have not violated
anyone's right of free expression. Not a
single newspaper has been banned or otherwise restricted from publication. Out of
400 odd newspapers, the authorities are

...

considering prosecution of three newspapers in courts of law for charges like defamation.
The Government has been using the
minimum of force to protect society and
the democratic norms of life. It has not
gone into confrontation; it has rather met
the deliberate and violent confrontations
forced upon it [in] a restrained and
measured way.
In some places such as Chitaun,
Janakpur and Bhaktapur, the authorities
were provoked into using some measures
of force in a defensive response to acts of
violence of the utmost intensity.
His Majesty's Government assures
that all the reports of the ill-treatment of the
demonstrators and detainees are vastly exaggerated. Ill-treatment is not our policy,

and complaints about it will certainly be
liked into and action, if need be, will be
taken against those who have taken law
into their own hands. the Government
wishes to assure that the detainees will
have access to their lawyers according to
the laws,
The constitution of Nepal provides
political and judicial remedies to those who
believe in and propagate different shades
of political opinion. the Government
respects those views within constitutional
and legal frameworks, but at the same time,
cannot be oblivious to its responsibility to
oppose those who advocate and practice
violence and illegal means to achieve
dubious political ends.
Bamadeva P. Aryal
First Secretary of Nepal

-
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Art History students picket outside ...
wrote a five-page "justification and proposal" for expansion and sent it with a letter
dated January 20th, 1989 to Graduate
School President Harold M. Proshansky.
The Committee for Expansion also had
solicited and received a number of supporting letters from executive officers and program directors at the Graduate School, including the those of the French, English
and Theater Ph.D. programs, which were
sent with the proposal.
The "justification and proposal" and
the letter to President Proshansky, copies
of which were obtained by The Advocate,
present what appears to be a strong case for
expansion. Citing the 1970 resolution of
the Board of Higher Education, the letter
from the Committee for Expansion notes
"the fact that courses from Ancient through
Baroque Art were listed in the Graduate

"they are equally upset that the program cannot be nationally ranked." Due to this inability to achieve a national ranking, the Graduate School administration has reportedly put
pressure on the doctoral faculty to negotiate
with their collegial adversaries from the senior colleges.
Engaged & Enraged
If the question of curriculum expansion
has provoked conflict among CUNY faculty
members, the debate has enraged many art
history students, who are protesting both the
idea of expansion and the fact that the doctoral faculty has generally refused to consider
the students' need for information about the
controversial issue. Like a nation in the
process of transition from a totalitarian regime to a democratic system of government,
the art history demonstrators represent a coalition of students whose opinions do not

... as faculty debate the program's fate.
This view was confirmed by another demonstrator who added, "What we 're concerned about is that this program as it
stands is the only program in the country
that teaches only modern art. That is its
strength. By changing the focus, by expanding when we don't have the resources-we can barely maintain the program we have_ now- we will weaken the
program."

Modernist Elitism?
The strongest argument in the Committee for Expansion proposal concerns
the question of CUNY studentconstituencies and the University's historic mission
to provide higher education to the working class: "The present limitation of the
program prevents some of the best students from pursuing careers in pre-modern
and non-western fields ofArt History be-

a course in medievalism the way one would
offer a course on 'primitivism.' That's the
kind of thing we would all welcome. To
me those issues have to addressed before the
rats who are trying to jump ship sink in
their Eurocentrism."
''They say that under the expanded program you can still do what you do," another
demonstrator added, "you can pursue something around gender, you can pursue somethingaroundrace. Thefactofthematteris
that by expanding the program as they
would like to do, they will have intellectually and ethically undermined the purpose
of the program as we perceive it."
The demonstrators are not unaware of a
certain amount of criticism that their aclions have provoked. "We've been accused
of a type of elitism that's exclusionary," a
demonstrator related, "as if we were trying

School Bulletins from 1911-7-9.,.as they.are necessarily..reflecw.mity .of. ideological...con..--cm1Se.of..ec~t:,a;;ans_:p.,,s..is,..e~. k ~ ./Ii~ Qfbec fJJQJ]J.y~so that we
ception, yet who have joined forces for the cially true of minority students, who are could maintain the stud)' of modern art, but

in the present buUetin of 1987-89." The
letter also states: "Furthermore, the program is registered at the state level as a
general Ph.D. in Art History, with no specialization." Despite this registration and
the Bulletin, however, the art history curriculum is concentrated exclusively on European and American art of the 19th and
20th centuries, thus the program cannot be
ranked among other American programs
offering the complete discipline. "Therefore," according to the Committee for Expansion proposal, "the program cannot
remain viable and competitive without an
expansion into the more traditional areas of
Art History." By focusing on only "a portion of the "art historical needs of the city,"
the doctoral program will not be able "to
preserve the vital role that CUNY has traditionally played in servicing the cultural
demands of New York City."
Modernist Reputation
Indeed, the program's reputation is
founded on its unique modernist concentration, and enhanced by the art criticism of
Distinguished Professors Linda Nochlin
and Rosiland Krauss, and Professors Jack
Flam and William H. Gerdts, among others. Doctoral students are also very active;
many work for museums and galleries or
for the publishing industry. Several students, including Douglas Crimp and Hal
Foster, have written for prestigious journals of art and art history, as well as critical
studies and exhibition catalogues. Nonetheless, while firmly committed to modernism, the doctoral faculty recognizes the
advantages of an expanded program, but has
been deliberately slow to act, in order to
maintain control of the program's intellectual direction. "Although the professors are
hoping to stall the expansion as long as
they can," a student told The Advocate,

greatergoodoftheirprogram.
Friday's demonstration was only one in
a series of actions taken recently by the students of the Ph.D. Program in Art History.
They have organized and held meetings to
establish the_Art History Student Union, and
have drafted a constitution that has yet to be
ratified. ~ous students even sent a confidential memorandum to Floyd Moreland,
Dean of Student Affairs, requesting information concerning faculty salaries, and seeking
ways to influence the financial and curriculum decisions made by the program. The
morning of the meeting with the Committee
for Expansion, students went to see Geoffrey
Marshall, Associate Provost for Ai;ademic
Affairs, in order to express their opposition
to expansion and their concern about the inevitable mutation the doctoral program's
modernist identity would·-undergo if the expansion were to be imposed. The students
also raised more practical questions about the
limits of fellowship support and the lack of
spaceat the Graduate School.
On the question of expansion, the students are united in purpose. A demonstrator
summed up the feelings of the students when
he said, "I am totally opposed to the expansion because I entered the Art History program after being told that the focus was to be
on modern and American art. I'm very upset
because I'm here to do that area of art history.
If I would have known that the program was
going to change, I would have accepted admission at another school. I also feel that if
the program expands, it will destroy the reputalion of the Art History department. The
students in the department are afraid that if
the department does expand, and when they do
bring in faculty from the satellite schools,
the faculty from the satellite schools will not
match the excellence of the professors here."

therefore denied the study of the artistic
traditions of their own homelands and
people. The fees for graduate study at
private institutions in New York City are
from four to seven times more than those
at CUNY. In light of CUNY' s muchpublicized commitment to providing
equal opportunity for all New Yorkers at a
price they can afford, this discrimination
cannot be allowed to continue."
The City University's mission notwithstanding, students consider the question of expansion not as one of adding
traditional courses in ancient, medieval or
Renaissance Art to the reading list, but
ratherone of the political and pedagogical
need for art history as a discipline to expand its canon to include studies of gender
and ethnicity instead of Western (or nonWestern) genre and classification by century and movement or school. One student explained, "A number of us feel that
the issue is not just one of courses added,
but the Eurocentrism of the whole situation, whether it concerns the faculty
from satellite schools or the way the
courses are already offered here. We
would like greater contact back and forth
with the satellites, but not on the terms of
a Eurocentric faculty, whether it be the
faculty of the satellites or the faculty at
the Graduate Center. My feeling is that
the program shoµld be expanded, but in
the sense of the expansion of the definilions of the discipline, not simply by adding a class that is already known like Barogue, or African art, which always meant
the art of 'primitive Africans.' We feel
that there is need to redefine such things
as 20th-century Third World art. One
cannot do a minor on Third World art in
this department Nobody has ever offered

that isn't the case. Within the resources we
have here, wedoratherwelland we'd like to
continue to do rather well. People come to
this department specifically because it has a
unique, particular focus in 19th- and 20thcentury art, as well as in theory and critidsm. We choose this institution over others, and we're afraid that .if it expands we
won't have that choice anymore."
"This is not a private institution," said
another demonstrator, "and the formula
they are using is that we can become like a
private institution, like Columbia or NYU.
We don't have the endowment, we don't
have the funding, we don't have the physical space. None of these issues has been
adequately addressed by anybody involved
in the proposal. In addition, there's a historical element to the formation of the discipline that was involved in the founding of
art history departments at Columbia and at
Princeton or Yale. The historical situation
is very different today, it's a different contextandwe'realllivinginadifferentworld
as far as art history is concerned. This program has helped to forge that path by offering alternative methodologies that you
would not likely find eleswhere."

Information or Disinformation
Despite the art history students' love
for their program and their desire to preserve
its modernist perspective, they have not
received adequate information from the faculty about the expansion proposal. When
they learned of the meeting with the Committee for Expansion, they had never seen
the expansionists' year-old proposal.
"We're getting conflicting information
about whether this expansion has been
passed or has not been passed," a demonstrator said. "What our department has told
Continued on page I 5.
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Money Talks ...
but does it Lecture?

Epic America

By Ed Marx

By David Weisberg

predecessors, Changing Places (1975) and
Small World (1984). The first of these
satiric novels took an impertinent look at
departmental politics and mores in British
It often seems that academics in the and American univerities. As the title sughumanities have a certain remoteness from gests, two professors, Philip Swallow and
the rest of the world. We see ourselves as Morris Zapp, participate in an exchange
somehow detached, observing things from program organized by their respective colour ivory towers, and others see us as dis- leges, the University of Rummidge (sustant, incomprehensible, merely "academic" pected to be Lodge's own University of
in the negative sense of the word. Most Birmingham) and Euphoria State Univerpeople "out there" have little sense of what sity, a thinly disguised version of U.C.
we do; often this "they" includes our own Berkeley. Many of the characters return in
friends and even parents. Universities tend Small World, for a sex and politics romp
to be environmentally separated from the through the academic conference circuit
rest of the community (although the City (the novel ends, predictably, at the MLA
University is a notable exception), and this conference, which Lodge aptly describes
environmental separation of the university as "the Big Daddy of conferences ...a three
often mirrors a sense of alienation from the ring circus of literary intelligensia").
"forms of humanity" that we study in our Lodge has a gift for satirizing without dework. It is hardly surprising (but a bit dis- nying the charm inherent in the silly ways
concerting) that many social theorists find of his subjects, of whom he clearly feels
it unpleasant to be immersed in the social himself a part.
inequalities which they are working to
In Nice Work, Lodge has taken on the
oppose, or that cultural anthropologists mock-heroic task of uniting academia and
find it hard to accept the peculiar social ritu- the business world in a Thatcherite England
als of their social class when they go home which is particularly unhelpful toward both
for the holidays. Nor is it surprising that parties. Robyn Penrose, an untenured
the academic tends to cling to the closed English professor at Rummidge (where
community of those who share a similar Philip Swallow is now department head)
view of the world.
arrives at work one day to find that, than~s
This mpeculiar alienation..oL.the..aca--i.o-a governmeh~lan-to-promotMelation
demic from the society which he studies and between universities and industry, she has
in which he works is the subject of David been assigned to "shadow" Victor Wilcox,
Lodge's Nice Work. What would happen, managing director of a company which
Lodge asks, if you put a beautiful young manufactures auto parts. Lodge extracts
feminist literary theorist together with a much irony from the fact that Robyn,
male corporate executive for, say, a semes- whose specialization is the nineteenth-center? In Lodge's hands, the answer of course tury industrial novel, knows nothing about
is that you get a rather peculiar sort of how industry actually works; she frequently
romance novel.
asks Wilcox questions like "what is a founNice Work is nearly as funny as its dry?," and her interference in company mat-

Nice Work
By David Lodge
New York: Viking Penguin. $18.95.

Vineland
By Thomas Pynchon.
Little, Brown; 385pp. $19.95.
-Vineland is a most wonderful hybrid, a
charming and grotesque amalgamation that
one might theorize as· an epic written by a
Homer who, getting stoned and losing his
way past the Pillars of Hercules, spent the
Nixon-Reagan era reading Deleuze and
Guattari and practicing Tai Chi while shipwrecked on the set of Gilligan's Island.
That is, Pynchon writes at least as well as
the Original Great Author, and creates a
warmly normative narrative voice that immerses itself in a kind of pop-folk collectivity, synthesizing from the most disparate
cultural artifacts a more-than-individual
story-telling tradition, its hyped-up lyrical
intelligence softly crooning through the
modular spaces of a polis-sized shopping
mall.
An epic voice is one that brings a certain cohesion to a shared experience, be it
racial, national, religious or even-local and
social. And while historically one function
of epic discourse has always been to grant
authority to hierarchical systems of social
organization, it can at the same time serve
to de-authorize and help displace other,
more pernicious systems. Wl}<!l Pynchon

sistent, parody delights in bringing the
high and low together at any aesthetic cost
Vineland can be described as an oppositional epic that both valorizes and parodies the cultural practices and experiences of
its own "folk," its collective hero, the generation whose lives were formed within a
culture of comics and cartoons, acid and
grass, sit-corns and made-for-TV-movies,
Vietnam and Berkeley, tantric yoga and
garage rock, cars and malls, the sons and
daughters of Northern California who came
of age during the period when Nixonian political paranoia was gradually being replaced by Reagan-Bush anti-drug paranoia.
The collection of "minor" characters who
together form the hero of Vineland find
themselves pursued and maniacally denied
their civil rights: during the late sixties, by
the Department of Justice because of their
allegiance to various radical student and
youth movements, and into the early eighties, by the Drug Enforcement Agency because of their adherence to semi-mystical or
organically psychotropic rituals involving
illegal substances. The folk enemy, the
forces against which the folk coalesce and
to some degree unify, is itself a homegrown
product of the cultural homeland California
USA, the agents of Order and Control, the

"
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Police. the Reµub\ican Party, born-aga'lns,
and'"Thc corporate righteous wfio •wi1J af: -

ccms-to-have done in Vin'e/and isW sptice"
together two types of "discourse" that M.
M. Bakhtin (like Homer and Pynchon,
another nebulous collective-individual
type) considered dialectically antagonistic
- Parody and Epic. While the epic is
sweeping, the parodic is always particular;
epic language is sacred and untouchable,
while parody has no language of its own
and treats all language as the potential butt
of a joke; the epic is high-minded and con-

ways find the justification, be it in the
threat to national security or the scourge of
illicit drugs, to psychoscxually gratify theil'
desire to repress, to keep under, to oppose
and destroy the processes of change and
motion on which the nomadic, disconnected folk seem to thrive.
Vineland, though it operates on a species of us-them antagonisms, never fails to

the texts.
Kelly's attention to medium includes a
critique of the ways demographic infonnation about women is disseminated and the
ways women are represented and classified
in commercial image and language. In Potestas ("power"), steel bar-graphs indicating data on men and women in population,
wealth, and productivity are inset with corporate-looking inscribed bronze plaques
thaJ suggest some of the personal experiences of women behind the data. Pecunia
consists of a set of steel sculptures (shaped
like open greeting cards) subdivided into
four female roles: Mater, Soror, Conjus,
Filia (Mother, Sister, Wife, Paughter).
Inside each "card" are fantasies, jokes, clas:
sified ads about money and possessions-creating a piece that examines the steelbound connections between women, Fam-

Uy and economics, the private and public
discourses between the material girl and the
material world.
Kelly's uses and subversions of classification and sub-classification (the Latin
titles that distinguish the four parts of the
work, a French pre-Freudian's classifications of the types of female hysteria that
subdivide Corpus) reflect how the discourses of psychoanalysis, economics, history, and the female body are used to divide
and conquer. Interim also suggests how a
deeply engaged feminist artist can re-write
these discourses and their effects-and how
her audience might re-read and re-see them.
Her juxtapositions of personal and political
language, of image and text, all reflect an
intelligent and exhilarating commitment to
the interactions of feminist theory and artistic practice. ~

continued on next page

The Ways Women Look
By Jean Gallagher
When you go to see Mary Kelly's new
work, Interim, expect to do a lot of reading-and to think about the ways you read
and see. Each of the four parts of Kelly's
installment foregrounds the written word:
diary-like entries on plexiglass, engraved
texts on steel sculptures. The presence of
so much text in this show is itself a feminist
intervention in the economy oflooking; by
replacing images of women with language
by and about them, Kelly not only foregrounds women's voices but interrupts,
disconnects, the circuit of voyeurism.
In the work's largest and perhaps most
ambitious installment, Corpus, the h_andwritten diary-like entries, enlarged and
silkscreened on sheets of plexiglass, record
conversations with a middle-aged
woman's friends, mother, children, lover.
These are set next to the only two-dimensional images in the show-photographs of
a leather jacket, shoes, lingerie, handbags.
The dialogues recorded here trace the way

women look: at each other, at themselves,
through the specular discourses of fashion,
eroticism, ageing. The women whose
voices are recorded in Corpus are concerned
with the way they look, don't look, and are
looked at-at age 40, 50, 60--as well as
with female artists' work ("her project, my
project, our intervention"), teenage children, female friendship, ailing mothers.
The work is concerned with growing up as a
feminist-internalizing and critiquing the
personal politics of being seen and seeing.
This concern includes the collective
"growing up" of the women's movementand the ways that movement is "read" by
women and men. In Historia, printed texts,
documenting four different women's coming to feminist politics, placed next to a
dialogue between women and men at a
party, are set on large pieces of polished
steel resembling open books that are in
themselves reflecting surfaces. One literally
sees oneself in the glaring spaces between
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The Big Dance
By Spoon Robinson and Junie Kittley
KAOS. Maxwell Smart, Agent 99, or
even The Chief, could never imagine how
firm a hold their mortal enemy could take
on that great American institution, the
NCAA Basketball Tournament. For years
the NCAA has called their tournament
"March Madness.' It has always been
meant as a descriptive term; this year it has
to be taken literally.
Was it forseeable? No "expert" in their
right mind would have drawn up the
"Sweet Sixteen" as it now stands. By
comparison, in 1989 thirteen of the top
sixteen seeds made the third round. This
year only seven can make that claim. Is it
explainable? Yes-which is why the tournament has become the premier event that
it now is.
How about these teams as your
Cinderellas: Nevada-LasVegas, Michigan
State, Georgia Tech, Syracuse, Connecticut, Duke, and Arkansas. They're the
lucky seven mentioned above. The ranks
o( the power elite have been decimated by
one six letter word: parity. Never has it
been more strongly prove,, that any team
can beat any other team on any given night.
Never have so many excellent teams been
left wondering if the ball -has suddenly become square. And never have fans been
treated to such heart-stopping basketball.
Do we dare make an attempt at
prognosticating on what will happen over
the next two weekends? Sure. Why not?
They're paying us a lot of money for these
pearls of wisdom. But if our pick doesn't

and blaming it on KAOS.
EAST REGIONAL. Connecticut's
defensive play is the foundation of their
success: thirty-fivi steals and fifty-seven
forced turnovers in their two tournament
games says it all. The Huskies' Achilles
heel-thirty-eight percent shooting from
the field. But with their defense, they almost don't need to score. Which Clemson
team will take the floor Thursday night?
The one that barely struggled by a weak
Brigham Young team, or the one that
crushed LaSalle in the second half? Eldon
Campbell and Dale Davis had better be
awesome if the Tigers are to have a chance.
Final Fours are a Duke tradition, but this
not a traditional Duke team-they
continually lapse into stretches of sloppy
play. Bobby Hurley is an exceptional
player, but inconsistent. The same can be
said for the Blue Devils squad. UCLA?
Get real. Look for Duke to handle the
Bruins and get another shot at the Final
Four, only to run into Connecticut's
buzzsawdefenseastheHuskiesmushtheir
way to Denver.
MIDWEST REGION AL. Upsets
pervade here. North Carolina? Xavier?
Texas? North Carolina can never be
counted out with Dean Smith behind the
bench, but Xavier and Texas are clearly
surprises. Tyrone Hill and Derek Strong
put away Georgetown, and Texas coach
Tom Penders has another NCAA run going
on the strength of his workhorse, Travis
Mays. Both of these teams run, but Texas

North Carolina over-achieved with their the tragic death of Hank Qathers and all,
win over Oklahoma, and they did. It will but sentiment doesn't win ball games,
be May Day for the Tar Heels as Lee players do. Bo Kimble's terrific career
Mayberry and Todd Day light it up for comes to an end. Ball State and Alabama
Arkansas. The Razorbacks will run over have also over-achieved, doing their part to
Carolina and do the same to Texas, a team turn the tournament upside down. But it's
they beat twice during the regular season. time to get serious, and it will be the
The Razorbacks will soon be breathing Runnin' Rebels who will be flying high to
thinner air.
Denver.
SOUTHEAST REGIONAL. This
THE FINAL FOUR. The nitty gritty.
regional offers the best matchups, full of Crunch time. Who will handle the pressure
excellent athletes and contrasting styles. and claim the top prize in college athletics?
Lethal Weapon III of Georgia Tech, All four remaining teams come from high
Dennis Scott, Brian Oliver and super profile programs that play tough schedules.
freshman Kenny Anderson, should carry You don't reach the Final Four on luck
Tech past the surprising Michigan State alone, you have to beat some tough teams
Spartans and the heroics of unheralded and come up with clutch performances.
Steve Smith. No doubt this is the best What will get you to the title game? Don't
game of the "Sweet Sixteen," a game that expect a hundred point game in the
could go either way. IfTechdoesn'thitthe championship, it doesn't happen. It takes
outside jumper, they'll be gone. We think ferocious defense, excellent ball control,
they will. Syracuse? Always the smart shot selection, and the heart to win to
bridesmaid, never the bride. Unbelievable finally take home the trophy. It also helps
talent, but they always seem to be out of if you have super athletes. Nevada-Las
control. Look for Minnesota's tough Vegashasalloftheabove. TheyhaveadedefenseandWillieBurtontopulltheupset. fense that can hold its own with
The Orange are susceptible. Who goes to Connecticut along with the strong outside
Denver? Scott drains a three-pointer at the shooting of Greg Anthony and Anderson
buzzer to give Georgia Tech the ticket, and Hunt to go with the awesom~ inside game
then he heads for the NBA.
of Player of the Year candidate, Larry
WEST REGIONAL. Stacey Augmon. Johnson. So the final becomes the story of
David Butler. Greg Anthony. Anderson two opposites: Nevada-Las Vegas,
Hunt. Moses Scurry. Larry Johnson. everyone's pre-season number one, versus
Larry Johnson. Larry Johnson. Need more Connecticut, a team that has come out of
be said? To say Nevada-Las Vegas is nowhere. The Huskies will come up one
loaded is an understatement. They are short, however, as the team that was
take President Bush downtown one fine- is a-little.quicket.Ja.Jhe,.dr~_aDd..bt.,h.irul.....£Gat ~UJil~~Wilt U ~ U ~ ...~~ S!JJW.O~d to d_o it, does it. Nevada-Las
spring day in the Rose Garden, clutching their big gun Mays and their virtual combination these days. Are we high on-Vegas shakes h~dswrthd"'eorge. See you
the golden trophy in hand, don't come after homecourt advantage in Dallas the them? You bet. Loyola Marymount is the in front of the television set.
us-we'll be chasing after Barbara Feldon Longhorns should move one. Some say sentimental choice of the tournament with ~
l T•
/
range of metaphorics: from "It was a ro- weaves itself around the voices of its
V
mance over the years at least as persistent people, with rarely an attempt to distincontinuedfrom page 9.
as Sylvester and Tweety's" to "Sid's tan guish, except through quotation marks, one
constantly remind "us" that "they" are rienced as compatible forces of the faded to a kind of fragile bisque," the par- from the other. Yet at the same time, in true
never the absolute Other, that the loci of northern California life style; the Retreat of ticularities of Vineland 's cultural domain epic style, it is grandly unified, as though
good and evil, of freedom and repression, Kunoichi Attentives, where Takeshi's chi- constantly threaten to subsume its own the narrative voice comes down from the
never reside in individual minds and bod- flow, fatally reversed by the Vibrating "characters," who can never clearly be disies, but in relational structures between Palm, is put back into beneficial tinguished from the products and "characindividuals and the contradictory network circulation; and the Department of Justice, ters" with whom they grew up. Hybrids
of institutions and collectivities through whose zealous agents and prosecutors must and pairings proliferate: Gilligan and the
which the individual is atomized, dis- struggle against budget cutbacks that Skipper, Nixon and Meese, Cap'n Crunch •
persed, and reconstituted, physically and constantly threaten the fruition of their and Count Chocula, Pee-wee Herman starspiritually, on its way to becoming the personal vendettas. Yet this is to name only ring in "The Robert Musil Story," MacNeil
adult-child of contemporary American life. a few, since each group eventually splinters and Lehrer, Alvin and the Chipmunks,
The difficulty of Vineland, both in reading and subdivides, like so many hillside Mondo Cane (1963) and Flight of the sky to karmically harmonize all these scatand describing, lies in this very phenomena suburbs and communities spreading Phoenix (1966), not to mention The/tal- tered souls fleeing and regrouping from the
of relational structures between individuals t,!Jl'-'!"'1'-'IW.!ll!l!lllft~
ian Wedding Fake Book by Deleuze and "misoneistic" (change-hating) forces of
and collective-cultural values and interests.
Nlli'M~MWJ•I ""'"'"""_........... Guattari. Whether one finds these cultural conservatism and 'curtailment. The most
We tend to think of characters in novels as
landmarks and potholes either silly, indeci- valorized principles in Vineland are
discreet entities, whose personalities are
pherable or merely cute, the fact is driven motion and transition, and the narration
either fixed or gradually developed through
home that in a country where "Ronald adheres to these values so closely that dea life-story narrative. In this sense, Vin~MNliilitii Reagan couldn't possibly get elected contextualizing a single quote or a plot eleland has no "characters"; or rather, at- liiliMiil
President" the frenetic violent non-sense of ment for the sake of explication or exemtempting to read Frenesi Gates, Zoyd
the Roadrunner or the Hollywood-earnest plification necessarily involves a serious
Wheeler, Brock Vond, D.L. Chastain, -~~NMM!iMM
~■iiliNil "realism"of"HillStreetBlues"isneithera misrepresentation. No passage in Vineland
Ortho Bob Dulang, Weed Atman, and ltillli!IJW.Miiili!illiillllii
reflection of our culture nor a symptom of is typical, nor ts any passage unique; what
Takeshi Fumimota as characters whose
its sickness - it's a way of making one paragraph includes by way of informapersonalities develop or gain fullness
meaning and it keeps on making meaning, tion might very well appear, a hundred
through the course of the novel will only without control across the once-verdant and what Pynchon most clearly does in pages later, as a glaring omission, a rift in
lead to bitter literary disappointment. Like Coast of the paradisiacal West.
Vineland is to demonstrate, through a kind the fabric.
Vineland offers little in the way of
their names, these personae exi_st as interVineland presents a similar difficulty of subjugated cultural materialism, that
sections of the "real," the imaginary, the in its "use" of "popular" culture. Its epic- meaning is always something to struggle antidotes to the neo-con, yuppie-liberal
cultural, and the biographical.
parodic qualities tend to deterritorialize with and change, but never merely laugh recipe for a monologic America. But it
does create a space of faith and hilarity; it
With each individual intersection there high-low distinctions to such a degree that off or ignore.
also exists a correlative collectivity, his- what might be considered "allusions" to
It would be an exercise in futility and dangles lines of rescue and escape but not
torical, pseudo-historical or otherwise: pop-cult in a book that is clearly lit-cult bad faith to attempt any kind of synopsis of redemption. As a doubled-edged vision of
24fps, the radical film collective; PR (the turn out not to be allusions at all but rather Vineland 's "plot." True to its folk, the nar- a folk in flight, it produces its own variPeople's Republic of Rock and Roll), the the indissoluble links that bind the the- rative is nomadic, harried, and non-linear, ation of a utopic karma, an unreifed notion
revolutionary transmogrification of the ul- matics of the novel to its own cultural full of segments, sequences, flashbacks, of justice without institutions or fixed ratra-right wing College of the Surf; Thana- genesis. Most often, this interdependency hallucinations, segues and switchbacks tionality, where all might be capable of
toid Village, where life and death are expe- is played out in the novel's arch-amusing through which the voice of the narrator merely hanging out. ~
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Gilbert Critique

Pagell

(non-) Self, made irrational, cynical and ties.
avaricious
by its childhood traumas and
However, this is not even the primary
Continued from page 5.
buried anger, and its adult economic des- interpretation one draws from Gilbert's
hope they will not then turn around and peration. Hence deconstruction, suppos- own text (perhaps the author's "intention"
attribute their successes to the "market edly a sweeping "challenge" to all Westem itself could use a little rewriting). In fact,
economy." Call me a freeliving daredevil, and "bourgeois liberal" thought, shares the Gilbert dismisses the humanist notion of
but I don"t think such a risk is worth wor- same basic, cynical assumptions about clarity and of clarification. His pedagogical
rying about.
human nature that run like a red thread from goal is therefore unclear; indeed, it is alContinuedfrompage 7.
Gilbert's argument that teaching one's Plato through Machiavelli and Hobbes, most sinister in its ambiguity. My domistudents how to argue cohesively is a "sys- right up to the present day. In Foucault's nant impression is that Gilbert is simply yer Daman Dhungana; senior NCP leadr -s:
tern of social control" is ridiculous. There as well as in Hobbes's thought, "man" is proposing to tum our students into decon- B. Risal, Y. P. Upadhaya, Tara Bhat, R
already exist systems of social control in nothing but a "desiring machine" seeking structionists in his own image and in the Paudel, K. K. Joshi and K. B. Kh"'l.
the real world. They are far more potent "power after power," a search which images of Derrida and Foucault: to tum senior Communist Party leader Bharat M.
than the mere notion that arguments can be "ceaseth only unto death." Such views can them into linguistic subversives whose Adhikari, Homnath Dahal, an opposition
refuted, or that problems can be solved. also be found in Plato and Aristotle. The task it is not to understand themselves and newspaper editor; as well as hundreds of
Unless my students learn .to think and to only difference is that the ancients believed their world, but to subvert themselves.
district opposition party leaders.
argue successfully, I have no hope that they in a spiritual reality which would join
Hence, despite the progressive and
On February 23rd, the President r 1e
will be able to challenge these very real people together despite their basic amoral- critical language employed by Gilbert, he Forum for the Protection of J: ......m
systems of authoritarian control. Without ity. The deconstructionists' contribution comes off sounding quite callous and elit- Rights, Professor MathuraPrasad Shrestha,
being able to think, there can be no concep- to this deeply conservative, pessimistic tra- ist. In order to turn our students into these was arrested shortly after he and a delegation
tualization, let alone analysis and criticism, dition has been merely to do to the modems linguistic subversives, to satisfy his own of oth_er human rights activists met with
of the "market system" itself!
what the modems did to the ancients: to personal political agenda, Gilbert is pro- the Prime Minister to express their c, mcem
It would be wonderful indeed to live in remove the last vestige of any 'metaphysi- posing that we sacrifice our responsibility about the deteriorating human rigl1ts situa world where no one had to use any tools, cal' traces without interrogating the basic as teachers to enable our students to develop ation in Nepal. Professor Shrestha had also
intellectual or manual, or wmry about Western assumptions about human nature themselves, their writing, and their con- conveyed information to the foreign press
being successful, or even ordering their and the systems of emotional and economic sciousness.
about the mass arrests and had reportedly
thoughts, their arguments, and themselves. oppression which pervert and destroy huBut even if, as Gilbert seems to think, stated that the security forces had begun to
Then we wouldn't have to engage in "in- man subjectivity, prior to language.
social disruption is a goal which supplants use "fragmentation bullets" against demonstrumental reason" whatsoever. But the
The presence of these systems of op- all others, I am not so sure that sacrificing strators. It is not known whether any of the
problem is getting from here to there. To pression is the reason why the development our students• selves is the way 10 go about other activists were arrested.
simply condemn all instrumentality as sys- of the intellect, via the teaching of writing it Liberatory pedagogy, as developed by
On March 2nd, a general strike spontems of "social control," as Gilbert and and of argumentation, is so vitally impor- Paolo Freire and others, calls for the devel- sored by opposition political parties
many if not all post-structuralists tend to tant. Instead of "confirming bourgeois ide- opment of self, in the hope that such a brought Kathmandu to a standstill. On the
do, is simply to attempt to wish away the ology ," such pedagogies provide the vital development will unfold the developing same day, the Indian government rejected
problem, to "critique" everything about means by which the self can begin to liber- self against the repressive powers that be- the pica of Nepali human rights activist
contemporary reality while absolving one- ate itself from these irrational-material and powers that hover above us and lurk, Hrishikcsh Shaha, a former Nepali Foreign
self of all responsibility. One need not seek emotional structures-as the Marxian emotionally, within us. It calls for the Minister, to refuse 10 renew trade and transit
those elements of reality by which one humanist Gramsci understood.
critical examination of the contradictions treaty negotiations between India and King
might-i~strumentally, I'm sad to sayFar from recognizing the need for such within "everyday" language-the language Bircndra's regime. "The government of
change things.
autonomous intellectual development, that people user---in order to reveal not just India should decide whether it wants 10 have
Such change, however, must involve however, Gilbert attacks its foundation- the reactionary clements but also the revo- a treaty with the present government or
~ore than si~_ply a change in peo~!~: ..!,e c~~cept!o1!. of self-dev;lopment. !;!;, _Iutionru;y._P.2,~_s,&iliJ.i~s in.,. oui:..,_la~guag1.:_,. with a govcrmncnt with some 1>.,.o,..\i...ti,_,c,.a\----c
guage. 1'nis, l i>eneve, Tsthe'1mrrendous w1stl'es to transcend the nouon of self-ex- consciousness and reality.
cgiumacy~fimia sa'TcT. ..--1ndia imposed a trade embargo upon
blind spot- of deconstructionist thought. prcssion in the teaching of writing, to break
Against these Iiberatory precepts,
The deconstructionists reduce all "oppres- with methods "that purport to teach stu- Gilbert is arguing that revolution should Nepal and closed its borders in March 1989
sion" to language, to "discourses" which dents to express themselves·and find their come at the ex,f.nse of Self, not a,; iL,; ex- in retaliation againS t King Bircndrd 's dcvclmake the oppressed the willing victims of 'voices."' "Such methods," Gilbert insists, tension.
In1 the name of subversion, oping relationship with China. The Nepali
their oppressors. I would argue, however, "reify the individual-subject and see him/ Gilbert is calling for repression of ordinary government has purchased anti-aircraft
that there is far more to "power" than that, her as a conflict-free genderless totality," people, their ordinary consciousness and weapons from China, yet Nepali officials
and that oppressive discourse is secondary and represent "a reification of the bourgeois language. In his suggestions for exercises, dcfc nd th c repressive measures taken
to two more fundamental systems of con- individual subject or Self, the intention of Gilbert would encourage our students to againS t political and human rights activiS ts
trol. The first system involves the coercion the writer, and ultimately of meaning it- dissociate themselves from their own writ- and pro-democracy demonStrators wi th antiproduced informally by the economic sys- self." Instead, Gilbert would like 10 encour- ing, their own consciousness, their own communiS t rhetoric typical of capitaliSt
tern of our society, as Marx pointed out. age writing that "would go against the intentionality-theirownproduct. He asks governments. Al th0 ugh th e Nepali ConThe second involves the trauma, as Reich bourgeois fetishization of clarity, whose his students 10 do this, not so that they may grcss Party and communiSl groups have
and Fromm pointed out, of the emotional goal is to convey some sort of clear mean- gain a more critical detachment from their joined forces in th e strugglc for democracy
structures of most people by our patriarchal ing, either of so-called objective reality or product, not so that they may judge it and in Nepal, Times corrcspo nd cnt Croisscue
child-rearing system. These systems are of subjective experience. The problem improve upon it, not so that they may appears to have bought King Birend ra's
prior to language: oppressive discourse with clarity is that it valorizes the discourse make it their intended product more fully. "partylcss" line. "Nepalese leftists," she
must have an oppressive material and emo- of everyday reality, which ultimately is No, Gilbert's principle aim is to exaggerate reported , "arc th ought 10 be well organized
tional soil in which to grow.
reactionary because it fails to draw from the their doubts about themselves and their and well armed, and th eir decision to join
There is, for example, the "discourse" student a kind ofwriting that could destabil- products, to have them dwell forever, with- th is new political campaign is considered
of guilt, a language which encourages ize or negate the social order." Later, out hope of improvement, in a schizo- significant."
AIDS victims, poor people, women, etc., Gilbert proposes that teachers "do a series of phrenic fog of uncertainty.
Aisa Watch reported th at during some
th
to blame themselves for their problems. exercises where one would start out by askThis is liberation from the market of e clashes, dcmonSlrators resorted to
But what is guilt itself? It is an emotion, ing students what they intended to write, system and from social controls?! What th rowing st0 ncs and 0thcr acts of violence,
an internalization of anger, an act both and then by going through their papers with Gilbert proposes is just the opposite: that and th at al leaSl one policeman had reportmental and physical (through the uncon- them, in order to understand whattheir texts the student become "habituated" to a edly been killed.
scious "holding back" of the muscles to are actually saying right now. the goal permanent alienation-the alienation of
The Nepali government has banned
divert emotional energy). Why do anger would be to to get the students to see that writing from the writer, just as the worker more lhan ten opposition newspapers,
and guilt arise? Not because the child is they are not in full possession of their text, is alienated from the product of his or her including Saptahik Bimarsha, Nenali
given the language of guilt,·but because that it is not their property, that they are labor. Far from "~ubverting" the existing Awaz, RaS t ra Pukar, Samiksha Mathe child is frustrated, then punished for his not in full control of it."
order, Gilbert would encourage our students tribhumi and Saotahik Deshanter, because
th e newspapers contained articles critical of
or her physical as well as emotional expresIf interpreted through a humanist to get used to it!
sion of this frustration. What triggers an- prism, Gilbert's ideas might actually be
Post-structuralism, like structuralism th e government and advocated a multi-party
ger and hence its canalization, guilt, in the fruitful. Gilbert might be interpreted as and nihilism (Nietzsche, Lenin) before it, syS tem. AL least six joumaliSlS have been
adult? Conditions of economic misery.
arguing for the encouragement of students prides itself on its "realism," on its capacity arrcS te d for publicizing th e demonS trati0 ns.
Because the deconstructionists ignore to engage in a dialectic of subjective inten- to be cynical about everything, the ease
I
such emotional and material structures, and tion and objective text, culminating hope- with which it destroys and tears down. The Oth er sources: Asia Watch; News India.
the subsequent fragmentary effects upon the fully in a text of which the student may be question must remain, however, what does
Self, they reduce everything to language. proud, which conveys not merely his origi- that leave us? When we betray our respon- has used such humanism for social conThis reduction not only makes decon- nal subjective intention, but an intention, sibilities to teach our students how 10 write trol-are we really challenging anything? structionists incapable of developing strate- and a Self, which has itself undergone a and how to think and how to learn, when Are we building socialism? Or are we
gies for self-liberation, it also encourages process of critique and clarification in o~er we dismiss all of this as so many "bour- COPPING OUT? I
them to accept as a given the fragmented to remove its contradictions and ambigui- geois" illusions because the bourgeoisie
Thomas Smith
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Nice Work continued from 9

Canon Fodder continued from page 6

ters often proves disastrous. Part of the ironic
meaning of the books title hinges on the unforeseen results of Robyn's well-intended actions.
Robyn responds by performing semiotic
analyses of Vic's phallocentric behavior, and
begins to open his eyes to the hidden ideological determinants of his'life. In one chapter,
Robyr. :ays bare the manipulations of a cigarette ad, and we watch Vic progress from denial
to a grudging, and finally adulatory, acceptance.
Meanwhile Vic's common-sense economics
begins to iake an insidious hold on Robyn's
mind, and begins affect her theoretical discussions with some-time lover Charles:
"We live in a de centered universe."
"I know," said Robyn. "But who
pays}"
"Who pays?" Charles repeated
blankly.
"That's always Wilcox's line.
'Who pays?' 'There's no such thing as
a free lunch.' I expect he'd say there's
no such thing as a free seminar on deconstruction. Why should society pay
to be told people don't mean what they
say or say what they mean?"
"Because it's true."
"/ thought there was no such thing
as truth, in the absolute sense."
"Not in the absolute sense, no."
Charles looked exasperated. "Whose
side are you on, Robyn?"
Robyn's relationship with Wilcox, which
becomes increasingly intimate, is emblematic
of the relationship between the University and
the economic forces which interact with it and
partly (onome would say entirely) form it. Inthe second part of the "Shadow Scheme,"
Wilcox comes· to the University to shadow
Robyn, and does not hesitate to offer advice at
departmental meetings on such questions as
designing an English department syllabus:
"Perhaps Mr. Wilcox would like
to design a new syllabus for us," said
Rupert Sutcliffe with a smirk.
"No, I couldn't do that, but I can
give you some advice," said Vic.
"There's one surefire way to succeed
in business: make something people
want, make it well, and make it one
size."
Thus business considerations become an
argument for canon formation. But Vic's onesize-fits-all education plan, though eminently
sensible from an economic point of view, raises
an outcry from Robyn:
"But repetition is death!" Robyn
cried. "Difference is life. Difference is
the condition ofmeaning. Language is
a system of differences, as Saussure
said."
"But a system," said Rupert Sutcliffe. "The question is whether we
have a system any more or just a
muddle."
Robyn's voice is drowned out, and the "system" wins out over the "muddle" in the committee room.· Economic foxces play themselves
out through the desire of the faculty members
for individual survival, which takes as a main
objective the survival of the department.
The reader is left with a sense of the dark
undertones inherent in Lodge's comic project,
though he ends the book in his characteristically surprising way. Nice Work is an enjoyable book, the latest if not (I hope) the last word
in academic satire, a book that is not only enlightening for academics, but also for anyone
who has ever been exasperated by an academic.
~
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least radically displaced.
Because many contemporary critics now
argue that the literary canon, along with the
very notion of literature, constituted a form of
propaganda to underwrite the emerging nationstate, patriarchy and Western imperialism, it
would seem that post-structuralism would point
the way out of this reactionary discourse. For a
post-structuralist such as Julia Kristeva, the
very notion of the canon is reactionary and fetishistic. Kristeva's approach, inspired by
semiotics and psychoanalysis, has the merit of
showing the fragility of ideological concepts
like literature, masculinity and femininity. For
Kristeva, woman has a special relation to the
symbolic order and therefore can never be defined. Woman is beyond the logic of identity
and transparency. Due to their suspicion of
writing as communication, Kristeva and other
French thinkers of the 1960s and 1970s celebrated avant-garde writers such as Stephane
Mallarme who tortured the French language to
make it say that which the French language ordinarily refuses to say. (Unfortunately, Kristeva too readily identified the unsayable with
femininity.) These intellectuals saw that the
radicalness of writing, of ecriture, is that it subverts linearity in favor of the dissemination of
meaning. As Lucette Finas argues, a radical
writer such as Mallarme manages to say five or
six things at once. It is as if he were trying to
simulate what it would be like to have five
mouths!

appropriated by North American literature departments as icons.
Unfortunately, the notion of literature is still
alive. What is needed now is a way of continuing
post-structuralism's critique of identities while
taking full account of the historicity of the literary canon. But even if such a Foucauldian project succeeded, however, it would not be enough
because the debate about the literary canon still
comes down to a debate about the teaching of
reading. One camp stresses the importance of
how texts are selected to be read, while the other
camp stresses how these texts are to be studied.
What has· been left out of this whole debate
on the canon is the question of the teaching of
writing, which I addressed in the February 1990
issue of The Advocate (''Toward a Critical Writing Pedagogy"]. What many have forgotten is
that literary critics relate ambivalently to the
works they must comment on. On the one hand,
they put literary discourse on a pedestal by singing its praises. On the other hand, they write in
prose and engage in the hermeneutic project, the
search for a "hidden meaning." Not many critics
actually practice the avant-garde ecriture they
celebrate in their articles and books. The nineteenth-century move away from the teaching of
rhetoric and toward the teaching ofliterary interpretation, which Gerald Graff discusses in Professing Literature, needs to be reexamined and
rethought. The triumph of literary history and
interpretation was a historical contingency. In
France, for example, the defeat of France in the
Franco-Prussian War in 1870 led to the demise
Same Old Texts
of rhetoric in the French universities and the invention of pedagogical writing exercises, such as
In its American versions, post-structural- the explication de texte and the critical essa':f
ism has merely produced more and more so- (dissertation), whose goal was to produce better
......phisticated.r:eadings..of.th.e same ol~...J.Jp.;....~CQi • _
,., -.. .. _
like Jacques Derrida, many American deconUnfortunately, things have not' changed
structionists failed to choose their texts strategi- much, even with the advent of structuralism and
cally. Instead, they seemed to trudge through post-structuralism. Contemporary literary thethe whole list of canonical works, producing ory must become a way of writing as well as a
new "deconstructive" readings. This kind of way of reading if it is to be radical. Radical
post-structuralism seems to have missed some- teachers should encourage th(;ir students to go
thing by not addressing the political exclusion· beyond the hermeneutic project by writing about
of minorities and biological females from the their own experiences of exploitation. As Fouinstitution of literature. Furthermore, structu- cault said, "Every educational system is a politiralism also has its canon, consisting of the Holy cal means of maintaining or of modifying the apTrinity of Marx, Freud, and Nietzsche, with propriation of discourse, with the knowledge and
apostles such as Sade, Mallarme, Maurice Blan- the powers it carries with it." I
chot, and Georges Bataille! Even worse, these Gary Paul Gilbert, a student ofFrench literature
authors, who attempted in their works to shatter at New York University, is a frequent visitor to
the traditional notion ofliterature, have been re- the Graduate School.

Calendar of Upcoming Events
Committee for Cultural Studies (& others)
March 22
March 30

April 3
April 20
April 24

Cultural Studies Colloquium: Ian Chambers
6:30 P.M., Room 800.
C.S. Colloquium:

Chris Prendergast and Stanley Aronowitz:
A discussion of Raymond Williams
4:00 P.M., Room 800
C.S. Colloquium: John Welchman and Maurice
Berger. 7:00 P.M., Room t.b.a.
Marnia Lazreg: "Decolonizing Feminism."
6:30 P.M., Room 207
C.S. Colloquium: Cindy Katz and Andrew Kirby:
"Ecology Reinscribed: Nature and Everyday Life"
7 :00 P.M., Room 1502 Grace Building
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English Requirements

War on the Fortieth Floor
Continued from page 6.

'

faced by many students in the program. in this program. It is only one debate belncompletes and interminable problems tween dynamic personalities. But there is
are, indeed, pe.rvasive. Since the majority another, older source of the debate as well.
of the students in the English Program must As long as there have been rebellious stuwork grueling adjunct jobs to support dents and traditional teachers, there has
themselves, and thereby financially sup- been battle. It is a relationship as tradiport the CUNY system, they do not have tional as the English Program faculty itself.
time to write their own papers as well. This aspect of academic life is a constant
This leads to incompletes, and, on an aver- facet of graduate education, and perhaps it
age, it takes the CUNY student nine years is even part of the learning process. In loco
to graduate with a Ph.D. There are no advi- parentis, the students interact with their
sors to warn the students not to over-sched- professors, and forge their identities in
ule themselves and, to compound the prob- conflict with them. It is an extra-curricular
lem, the professors grant incompletes matter and the toll is heavy on professors,
freely. The hatchet-job treats the symptom heavy on student governments striving to
rather than the disease.
make a better program,-and heavy on those
Unfortunately, the professors in the others of us who, although we too believe
program, like the professors in other pro- in growth and change, would rather be
grams, are based, and have their primary reading poetry.
office space, at the senior colleges. They
Not all students are represented in the
are at the Graduate School only intermit- English-Comps affair. Not everyone wants
tently, and their absence leads to a sense of to spend hours arguing endlessly about
alienation both for them and for the stu- tests, not everyone abhors requirements,
dents. It is hard for the student to find and and some of us would like to see incomspeak to the professor, and it is hard for the pletes thrown out. The general consensus
professor to be interested in the student is, however, that scores should be reported
when he or she is racing off to another cam- faster, since the anticipation is quite painpus. The professors are also confused ful. But next semester, when all this is forabout the bureaucratic procedures of the gotten, new students will benefit from the
program, thus simple tasks, like ordering fact that the test is now related more to Iitext books, become impossible. Conse- terature and less to a trivial understanding
quently the student, already overworked, of names and dates. The overall plan of
must race from store to store searching for Professor Stevens, which is to remove Part
texts that are often difficult to find or out of I altogether and institute some other form
print.
of requirement to ensure breadth, is, I
The classes are large in the English think, a good one.
Program: there is a maximum of fifteen
The English Comps affair is indicative
registrants, but the Program allows regis- of problems of communication within the
tered auditors, and the professors allow in- program, but it is indicative of the health of
formal auditors as wel~ bringing-the--aver--the-prograi:n--as--wel+:-Perhaps•when"'l •
age cla<;s count to twenty students. This is faculty and students move closer together
unusual for graduate seminars, and the the rifts will cease, and then perhaps this
structure makes it difficult for the students lively and engaging dissention will be
to share their ideas in class. Instead, many spent on topics of scholarly interest, rather
professors have chosen to teach in lecture than on procedures and systems of qualififormat, where only the bravest of students cation. Perhaps, when the program redare break in. This, compounded with the quires advisement for students, hires more
factthatnearlyalloftheprofessorshabitu- women for its 80% female student body,
ally run over the time limit, and indeed will and acts by authority tempered with conhold class until physically kicked out of the se1:1sus, the English Program will fully
room, sends the message that the needs of spread its wings. Until then, however, you
the students are not respected.
should be prepared to duck when you pass
It is not surprising, then, that the Eng- the fortieth floor. <ll
lish-Comps debate is not the first to surface *Author's name withheld by request.
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Continued.from page 1.
that test was to read introductions or to read
in some sort of shotgun fashion and to look
at old exams."
On previous examinations, the queslions tended to focus on titles, authors, and
dates of works, and to a lesser extent, on
identification of quotes. The Spring ~xamination, however, focused almost exclusively on the identification of quotations.
"The difficulty that we had," Professor
Kelly stated, "was, should we continue to
offer an exam that we feel was not a very
good exam, or should we stay within the
guidelines that we had and try to make that
exam better."
Many students felt that the new comprehensive examination was not "within
the guidelines." A meeting, held on February 21st, was attended by most of the students who had taken the examination. A
letter expressing dissatisfaction was
drafted and addressed to the Executive
Officer, Martin Stevens, as well as to the
program's Examination and Curriculum
Committees.
In response to the students' request,
Professors Stevens and Kelly of the Examination Committee agreed to meet with students on February 28th. At that time the
professors told students that the new exam
had resulted from Curriculum Committee
discussions and conceded that it had been a
mistake not to inform students of the
changes in advance. Professors Stevens
and Kelly explained that they had not
thought the changes were significant
enough to merit informing the students.
According to Professor Kelly, "we Lhought
that we could go ahead and make the exam

failed the new examination, students who
were planning to take the test before the
new examination format is finalized, and
whether the new examination represents an
improvement. The ESA sought to determine student consensus for the program
meeting scheduled later that week.
The new plan was formally presented
on March 7th at a departmental meeting
attended by both students and faculty. The
Curriculum Committee stated that the plan
was not yet official and thus was subject to
discussion. The new comprehensive examination would differ from both the old
test and the new one in that it would be
based on "reading lists assembled by each
of the program's area groups," rather than
the anthologies. There appeared to be a
positive response to this change, although
there were some indications, such as Professor Gerhard Joseph's remark that because the lists are a site for pedagogical
concerns related to canonicity, there remained many issues to be settled.
Responding to a question about the
purposes of Part I of the examination, Professor Kelly responded that the test was
intended to "test range and diversity" and
_to be an opportunity for self teaching. A
student inquired whether an essay-type
exam would not better further those goals.
Professor Kelly answered that the committee had considered an examination involving "seven or eight field essays" but had
concluded that this would extend study
time. This claim was questioned by another student, who stated that he thought
many students considered iL preferable. He
also asserted that he believed that essay
exams were much more common than
identification exams among English gradu-

morc quotalions wilhoul compromising

ale programs. Professor Stevens countered

yone-'s--posil:ion:- We felr tlffir""wc'"M!r'C""""'ffmt-fie15ct1cvc'tl rti1s claim C<i"l>c"Ta,sc. '"
following the guidelines as they were csThe discussion turned lo the emphasis
tablished by the exam structure." Professor on quot.ations in the new examination. One
Stevens said, "What I think in retrospect student stated that the new emphasis did
was unfair on our part was that you would not change the fact that the test is not of a
certainly leave in preparation for the exam sort that students feel good about studying
with an exam model in mind which we for, and suggested that the emphasis on
didn't deliver, and that's unfortunate-it memorization was not an appr0priate way
never occurred to me that it would make to approach the reading of the texl<;. Prothat much difference; but I could sec where fessor Robert Day countered that "it
it would." Professor Stevens reiterated, wouldn't take memorization to identify
however, that "when we give you old ex- most of these quotes," referring to the
aminations, we arc not giving them to you spring examination. Professor Joan
as substance, we arc giving them to you as Richardson, another member of the Curmodels of the sort of exam you might ex- riculum Committee, called the change
from the old style to the new "focus on the
pect."
Professor Kelly stated that the new text" in the Spring examination "a good
examination, part of a larger set of changes weaning." Professor Joseph Wittreich
discussed by the Curriculum Committee, stressed the importance of what he called
were intended to include a shorter reading "particularized knowledge."
Professor Elizabeth Tennenbaum
list that will replace the anthologies.
Professor Stevens also stated at the commented that as a student, the "shared
meeting that tfie test results Would lfot be enemy" of examinations had been a source
recorded in the rec~rds of stµdcnl<; who did of community among students. Professor
not pass Part One. Severar students sug- David Grcctham stressed the importance of
gested that another examination be adrnini- the canon as a definition of the profession
stered in the old format. Professor Stev_ens of English studies, and Professor Stevens
stated he did not think t_his would be practi- stressed the importance bf a shar<td body of
texts to the idea o.f a community ofEnglish
cal.
The most controversial comment of scholars, an end which justified its accomthe day was :m~adc,.by Professor Stevens plishment by r'neans of the "threat of a
when he' told, a;iujtlcnt, "t( yo~ f~ilcd., the test," adding thal:'students won't'take time
examination, there's some indication that out to study what's not required."
The results of the exam were mailed to
you've had some difficulty with the program before." Professor Stevens added students on March 13. According to one
that the results indicated that "people who source, approximately one-third of the stufailed did not have a very strong experi- dents did not pass Part I.
The Curriculum Committee will conence, either for the exam itself, or even, I
think, they may not be the strongest stu- vene on March 23rd, and are expected to
approve a version of the new comdents in the program."
The English Students' Alliance con- prehensive examination policy 'l!
vened on March 5th. The discussion fo- Compiled by Christine Hutchins, Ed Marx,
cussed on three topics: students who had and Barbara Roseman
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triarchy (as well as obligatory monogamy
and the bourgeois model of the nuclear
family), its enforced gender roles, and
society's bedroom police, indeed, the
foundations of class society.
Newsweek's writers wonder: "Should
what? The point seems to be that we gays pursue their own countercultural lifeshould amass as much as we can while style in such urban ghettos as San
we've got the chance because it may some- Fransisco's Castro district, or assimilate
day come in handy. Maybe the point is that into the dominant straight culture? Should
nothing matters anyway, so we might as they continue-within the bounds of safe
well shop while we can.
sex-to have multiple partners or emulate
"Joe Versus The Volcano" is a movie heterosexual monogamy?" That this statethat starts off slowly, and then sort of ment makes overt generalizations and even
fizzles out altogether. When it ended a stereotypes goes without saying. But there
message scrolled across the screen which is a larger question at stake: Do we have
read, and I'm not making this up, "And the right to define our own community, or
they lived happily ever after." I thought must we allow straights to do it for us?
this was just a joke. I was still waiting for And even larger: Who defines monogamy
something to happen.
Something as a straight norm?
important, that is. But no, the house lights
The compromise the article proposes
came on and we·all filed out. If you've got is not, therefore, for everyone; it is a coma Sunday afternoon and about $7.50 to promise for the gay men of the wealthy
spend, spend it some other way. I
classes. They can be openly gay, live as
married couples in the model of the bourgeois family, and still get rich, as long as
the rest of us keep our mouths shut. They
get
the benefits, we are left with the comContinued from page 5.
promise. We are compromised by them.
however, one could easily read "this jour- This argument is one that many in the gay
nalist" (and all his colleagues). The gay and lesbian community, who would benefit
middle class that has bought into the from such an arrangement, have always
American political system is educated and made. These Auntie Toms are not conarticulate; the rest of the community is dis- cerned with the rights of the entire commumissed as ignorant and is silenced. The nity, only the tights of its elite.
article also silences the less militant asIn "Degrees of Discomfort," another
pects of ACT UP activism (meeting with article in Newsweek on homophobia and
politicians, fighting for new drugs, safe-sex racism, Jonathon Alter argues, "Simply
education) and ignores the fact that ACT put, identity and behavior are not synonyUP is not simply a gay and lesbian rights moos. A bigot hates blacks for what they
organization, but an AIDS activist organi- are ; a reasonable person can justifiab\")'
zation struggling for the entire AIDS com- object to some things" li1'111"5t:i.tt1als--do._
unity;"fighting-for"housing,-r,ights,•insm:.._. J;;he, distinctfon.betw~ obj(!cting to who -~ --._
ance, needle-exchange programs, medica- someone is (unfair) and objecting \0 what
tion for children and People With AIDS someone does (less unfair) must be main(PWA).
tained. The worst comment about gays alThe authors do not have to look hard to legedly made by [Andy] Rooney was that
find a couple of Auntie Toms to tow their he would not like to be locked in a room
line. Marshall Kirk and Hunter Madsen in with them. [This statement refers to both
their recently published book After the racist and heterosexist comments recently
Ball: How America Will Conquer Its Fear made by Rooney, resulting in his
& Hatred of Gays in the 90' s have an- suspension.] That would be a tolerable
nounced the failure of the "gay revolution." sentiment only if the homosexuals were
We should instead mount an advertising having sex in the room."
qunpaign centering on the accomplishI would first hazard to say that very
ments of great gay men and lesbians few people, gay or straight, would enjoy
(though one can imagine that Kirk and being in a room where Andy Rooney was
Madsen leave room for only a few lesbians, having sex . It is clear that Alter wants the
who are excluded from the revolution). In right to to be a homophobe; he is one and
other words, activists should hand over the wants to stay that way. He wants the right
poiitical helm to the gay elite who, after all, to inject guilt into our sex lives, the right of
only have all of our best interests at heart. the Catholic Church and other
The accomplishments of the struggling fundamentalist
religions
to
masses of gay men and lesbians mean psychologically abuse the youngest
nothing. The notion that Madsen, an ad- members of our community for whom
vertising executive, could have my best going to church (and listening to diatribes
interests, or those of the thousands of on sex=sin and homosex is worse) is not a
PW A's living in the streets, at heart is choice. I say that through the struggle of
indeedquitedifficulttofathom.
the "militants" and not of the
Madsen and Kirk's argument, "mainstream," we shall attack those privihowever, is not that different from Andrew leges. We shall do this because these priviSullivan's, also mentioned in the article. leges do violence to us each time there is a
These "mainstream" activists are indistin- fag-bashing, and each time someone dies of
gui~hable from conservative Republicans. AIDS because of a lack of explicit safe-sex
According to the article in Newsweek, Sul- information. In fact, these privileges are
livan proposed last year in The New Repub- killing us.
lie that gay marriage should be legalized to
Since Alter makes (or tries to deny) the
"promote sexual and economic stability." connection between racism and homophoOf course, from his point of view, this bia, I shall continue by mentioning a paralargument is correct. Even the most reac- lei with the civil rights movement. The
tionary bigots are beginning to realize that ruling class often made the same distinction
we are not going to accept our inferior between "militants" and the "mainstream"
status without a fight. They hope that by within the civil rights movement. Were it
throwing us a bit of candy, they can diffuse not for the militants, however, the demands
other more fundamental challenges to pa•
Continued on page 15.

No Roaring Volcano
By Paul Casciani
"Joe Versus The Volcano" is except for a terminal disease, I'm perfectly
advertised as "An average Joe. An healthy? That's right, answers the doctor.
adventurous comedy." The only word in
Joe is asked by a millionaire (for
this blurb that fits the actual movie is reasons that really need not be explained)
"average." The few moments of only to jump in a volcano. He gives Joe a fistful
average comedy cannot salvage a film that of credit cards and tells him to spend as
falls apart after a promising beginning. As much as he wants, buy himself some new
fN adventure, forget it. Joe, played by clothes or whatever, and then fly to Los
Tom Hanks is too nice a guy, and mostly Angeles, then sail on a yacht to an island
too oblivious for us to believe that any of and jump into a volcano.
his adventures are any more hazardous
Joe, who has six months to live, says
than, say, a subway ride to the Bronx. One - why not?, I only have six months to live
supposes that you have to be awake and so I might as well die at the end of one
alert to have adventures. Aside from one or month. Get it?
two moments of lucidity, Joe seems to be
I didn't either. I also didn't quite
sleepwalking.
understand why so much of the cast of this
The movie starts grimly enough, with movie was dealt with in such a callous
Joe on his way to work at a depressingly manner. Joe hires a chauffer who fits the
grey, inhuman factory. Have you ever seen timeless Hollywood stereotype of meniala factory that is cheerful? On his way in, but-noble-black-characters. This chauffer
Joe gets a spike through the sole of his is gone after a few scenes. De De, the
shoe. My attention was piqued by what I secretary in Joe's department, disappears
assumed was going to be a sly bit of from the movie when she decides she just
metaphysics snuck in for the more can't sleep with him after learning that he
discerning audience. (Boy was I wrong.) is dying. The crew of the "Tweedledee,"
The next thing Joe does is step in a mud the yacht on which Joe is to sail to Wapi
puddle with his bad shoe for more cheap Wu, all die in a typhoon. The islanders,
yuks. There is nothing beneath the surface who love orange soda, all die when the
of the weak attempts at slapstick in this volcano erupts.
film. What we're dealing with is a sort of
But none of this seems to matter to Joe,
lowes, common denominator humor. and certainly none of it figures in what
Every obvious joke that suggests itslelf is passes for a plot in this film. Meg Ryan
milked for what it's worth, and some long, plays three different characters, the first
involved gags are set up for no apparent two just disappear after one or two scenes
reason. Like the fact that a certain group of that appear to be nothing more than filler.
South Sea Islanders just loves orange soda. The islanders, we are told tnore than once,
But, I'm getting ahead of myself.
.,. love· orange-soda."'Sure-enough';"when·weA sign inside the factory says "Rectal meet them they are all carrying huge cans
Probes, 712,765 Satisfied customers." of orange pop. They decorate their
Joe's boss has a small pedestal on his desk. headdresses with orange cans and used
On this pedestal are two glass objects that crushed cans to make necklaces. What is
look sort of like... , well the sign tells you the point of this? None that I could find.
what they are: "Artificial Testicles: ProtoWhen he finds out that he has just six
type." The scenes outside the factory and months to live, Joe asks himself some
in Joe's office are merely props to· ~how obvious·questions. Who am I? What am I
you what lcind of guy he is, and what kin4 doing here? Why have I wasted so much
of life he has.
time on a job that is meaningless? Where
Joe works in the advertising are the snows of yesteryear? Okay, he
department of ACHI. The creators of this doesn't ask this last question but he does
movie apparently gave him this job ask the others. This movie could have
because they felt it would get a laugh. Get easily degenerated into angst and
it? Advertising is a business for assholes. existential muddle. Instead, it just
Joe works in the advertising department of degenerates into a muddle of no particular
a company that makes rectal probes. He is kind at all.
an asshole's asshole. Get it?
From the outset Joe seems to be a
Anyway, Joe doesn't feel well. W~ sensitive kind of guy. He is wounded and
can sympathize with this. His office looks baffled by what he knows, in some
like a restroom at a particularly unacknowledged way, is the pointlessness
disreputable bus station. Stark white and sterility of his life. We would expect
flourescent lights shine mercilessly on that he will fill what's left of his life with
dingy ceramic tiles. The lights buzz and meaning, with human contacts, with someflicker and make the cast look washed out thing enduring. Instead, he agrees to throw
and pale. You would feel bad. too, in this it all away for a couple of days worth of
environment. But no, Joe really feels bad. unlimited credit. Is this an oblique
He goes to a doctor.
commentary on our late twentieth
The premise of the movie is this: If century's lack of values?
you find out that you are 4ying, what do
With credit cards in hand Joe shops at
you do with the rest of your life.
some the places that make New York
Joe has a "brain cloud" which, his famous: Armani, Dunhill, Horn Of Africa,
doctor tells him, will kill him in six Hammacher-Schlemmer. He buys a tuxmonths. Joe, who has been feeling bad, edo, safari outfits, luggage, a new haircut
just vaguely bad since he quit his job as a and some expensive looking toys. When
fireman, seems almost relieved. It is a he is shipwrecked and later when the island
relief to know that he really is sick, that he sinks, the luggage saves his life. The
feels bad for a reason. Not so, says the umbrella from Hammacher-Schlemmer
doctor, this brain cloud has no symptoms. saves Meg from getting a sunburn. The
You will feel perfectly for about five and brass lanterns light up his night. It
one half months, then your brain will go, occurred to me that maybe this movie was
then your body. You mean, asks Joe, that trying to say something to us after all. But
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Art History
Students Demonstrate
Concluded from page 8
us recently is that it has gone through and
there's nothing we can do about it and that
they're working out _the logistics at this
meeting. However, we had a meeting this
morning with Provost Marshall, who indicated to us that this is only a proposal."
Another student added, "I'm not convinced
that we have the whole story from the Provost, the faculty from the senior colleges,
even the doctoral faculty."
To further complicate matters, the
members of the Committee for Expansion
were caught unprepared for the resistance of
the students to their agenda. Surprised by
the demonstrators, the expansionists reacted
defensively to the protest, while membors
of the doctoral faculty ~upported the students. Professor Rosiland Krauss "gave the
thumbs-up" as she walked past the demonstrators. Professor Barbara G. Lane, Acting
Chairman of the Committee for Expansion, offended the demonstrators when she
said, "In the long run, we'll be here longer
than you will.'; Several students reported
the phrase; one offered an analysis: "In
other words, 'we have a vested interest in
the institution; we work here.' The bluntness of the institutional force speaks for
itself."
After the meeting, however, members
of the doctoral faculty were unwilling to
comment on the results of the expansion
debate. "I think this was a private meeting," said Art History Program Executive
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Officer Rose-Carol Washton-Long. Professor Krauss had no comment; Professor
Jack Flam, who conducted the meeting,
said simply, "No thank you," when asked
for his opinion.
Members of the Committee for Expansion were, in contrast, somewhat more
forthcoming. "I'm very delighted that
we're finally establishing a dialogue between the two committees," said Professor
Barbara Lane. "The meeting was very positive and we'll get things worked out," Professor Janet Cox-Rearick said when asked
for her reaction to the proceedings. When
asked if she thought the students' action
was justified, Professor Cox-Rearick said,
"No I don't. They didn't have any information in advance."
Although the doctoral faculty and student representatives have refused to comment on the record about the meeting with
the Committee for Expansion, The
Adovcate has learned that the defense of the
modernists .was led by the doctoral student
representatives, who presented a survey of
students' questions and concerns about the
proposed expansion and raised the critical
issues of fellowship support, fund-raising
and admissions policies. The expansionists were reportedly unable to answer these
questions with precision. When the students questioned the CUNY professors
about their vision of an expanded Ph.D.
program and their direction for the curriculum, the expansionists' responses were
reportedly unsatisfactory. "The meeting
was unproductive," said a participant who
spoke only when assured of anonymity.

"The communication was impeded by animosities. They had a vague and quixotic
view of fund-raising and no clear-cut picture
or outline for expansion."
"It's a question of how one chooses to
constitute the canon," said a student who
was not at the meeting. "If one regards art
history as providing a full-service station,
that's another matter. This is why the
Committee for Expansion from the senior
colleges was asked to define their vision of
the Ph.D. program in an expanded form as
well as how they believe art history itself is
constituted. Apparently they were not able
to put forth a clear position on these issues." The expansionists will have another
opportunity to present their proposal.
Another meeting is scheduled for April
20th.
Faculty Luster

Continuedfrompage 3
Dear Mr. Update:
I sometimes see the message "Insert
disk with COMMAND.COM and press
ENTER" on the IBM PCs in the Computer
Center. What does this mean?

Dear COMfused:
COMMAND.COM is the OOS program that is always loaded into the
computer's memory when you turn it on.
What happens sometimes is that OOS
needs to be reloaded after you have run some
other software. If you have removed the
disk that the machine booted from then you
must put it back, as least temporarily. You
should never ·see this message on a
machine with a hard disk because the hard
CUNY observers have suggested that disk is not meant to be removeable! 11:l
whatever the defense of the modernists Mr. Update welcomes questions. Write to
against the invasion of the expansionists, him clothe Computer Center.
the expansion of the Ph.D. Program in Art
History is the foregone conclusion of an
academic war the students are fighting for
the doctoral faculty as much as for themselves. Nevertheless, if expansion proves
to be destructive to the program, the students know they have the most to lose. The
tenured faculty will continue to prosper.
Although the inclusion of the traditional areas of the art history has been
avoided successfully by the doctoral faculty
for twenty years, it is unlikely that the expansionists will go away in 1990. Given
that the rank of CUNY Distinguished Professor, often awarded to professors upon
their appointment to the Graduate School,
adds $20,000 per year to the professor's
income as scheduled in his or her union

- ~o'7tract, the stake~ arc ~o;, high. · As the
Committee for Expansion stated in its proposal, "An expansion would enhance the
distinguished facully at the Graduate Center
through the addition of the outstanding Art
History faculty in pre-modem and nonwestern fields throughout the City University." And if home-grown candidates for
the rank of Distinguished Professor dont
make the grade, expansion, according to the
expansionists, "would also enable the individual colleges to attract additional scholars
of international repute who will accept
positions only in programs that offer the
Ph.D., and these scholars would add even
more luster to the current faculty at the
Graduate Center." 11:l

ACT UP
Continuedfrompage 14.
of the mainstream would never have been
listened to, and certainly not met. (In fact,
many gains of the civil rights movement
are under fire today.) In the same way, the
"mainstream" lobbyists of the gay and lesbian community did not stop police attacks
on the bars in New York, Stonewall did.
The second reason Alter separates racism
and homophobia is to create divisions between potential allies: the civil rights
movement, the women's movement, and
the gay and lesbian movement, all of whom
are struggling against a common enemy.
When activists establish links between racism, sexism, and heterosexism, they combine strengths of the three movements and
began to seriously threaten the privileges of
the ruling class. It is no wonder that its
cronies should wish to deny these links.
The Newsweek articles appeared on
the third anniversary of ACT-UP.
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Advocate The Advocate
Newsweek's purpose was not to favor the
maiPstrcam, but to attack the militants.
The ruling-class, however, because of the
gains made through our struggle, cannot
get away with as much as it could formerly
and must therefore preface such an attack
with conciliatory remarks to its own allies
within our community. As a barometer of
how far we have come, the article is very
significant. Liberation is not what the ruling class has in mind; whether it is the
right to marriage or the right to exist sexually without guilt, interference, or oppression, it must be wrenched from their hands.
The authors of these articles seem to make
reference to some sort of American JudeoChristian tradition. I propose another tradition, the tradition of our community that
began with Stonewall. They must expect
our struggle to continue until our liberation.
After all, this is 1990, and it's about
fucking time! 11:l
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Announcements
Committee for Cultural Studies
CS Colloquium: Ian Chambers
6:30 P.M., Room 800.
C.S. Colloquium:

~arch22
March30

Chris Prendergast and Stanley Aronowitz:
A discussion of Raymond Williams
4:00 P.M., Room 800
C.S. Colloquium:

April 3

John Welchman and Maurice Berger.
7:00 P.M., Room t.b.a.

April 20

Marnia Lazreg: "Decolonizing Feminism."

April 24

6:30 P.M., Room 207
C.S. Colloquium:
Cindy Katz and Andrew Kirby:

~cology Reinscribed: Nature and Everyday Life"
7:00 P.M., Room 1502. Grace Building

New York City 1990

Democratic Socialists of America

Census Project
CUNY Volunteers Needed
Training Av~ilable·
Census ·Volunteer Hotline
(212) 566--0800
10 A.M. - 5 P.M.
Monday - Friday

Socialist Scholars Conference: Aprl,l 6, 7 & 8
"Democratic Upheavals & the End of the Cold War"
Boro of Manhattan Community College
199 Chambers St. (near World Trade Center)

Doctoral Students' Council
General Meetings:
March 26; April 1 7; May 23; 5:00 P.M., Student Center
Steering Committee Meetings:
April 3; April 25; 5:00 P.M., Student Center

Gay & Lesbian Students Association
Reception:

.,,_....,._____.,.__,..._.--------~·~-~--~~-""'.""1 ---Marclr23;-6:60-ir6=-3e-P:M-:;- Graee-Building,-Rm.-40-48.
International Students Association

~----,WO. . . . .

Friday Social Hour:
April 13; May 11;.5:00 P.M.,Stµdent Cel).ter.

j
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PERSONALS
eeking female partner for Trevira 10-mile twosome XY-XX Road Race on April 21.
ace: nine something. Contact Gordon at the DSC office; or call (212) 673-0763.

LOTFI'S
oc,u.scouQ_,._
MOROCCAN CUIS\NE
28 CORNELIA STREET
GREENWICH VILLAGE
NEW YORK CITY 10014
(21 2) 929-3693

1 35 W. 45th STREET
2nd FLOOR
NEW YORK CITY 11036
(212) 768-8738
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